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PREFACE 

The present study is intended to analyse the Soviet policy towards Egypt 
under Sadat's regime which covered a period of over one decade (1970-81). This 
period was marked by many unprecedented developments through out the world, 
which provided an encouraging input to the Soviet Union to adopt an offensive 
policy against so called United States imperialism. Soviet Union found Egypt as 
a good base to counter the Western influences and to enhance its own influence 
in the region. 

In this study an attempt is made to analyse the historical development of 
their relations. The study may be considered as an identification of the shift in the 
Soviet policy after the death of Nasser followed by the emergence of Sadat and 
his pro-western tilt which ultimately created a wide gap between Soviet-Egypt 
relations and led to a major shift in Soviet policy towards Egypt. Soviet policy 
was a mixture of success and failure regarding Egypt. The dissertation consists 
of five chapter. 

The first chapter deals with the historical background of Soviet policy 
towards Egypt. The Soviet policy to support national liberation movement and the 
situation which emerged after the Second World War, led to the formulation of 
Soviet policy towards Egypt. And according discusses briefly about their relations 
and crisis in the Middle East. 

The second chapter deals with the Soviet policy after Nasser death, the 
emergence of Sadat and his persuation and singing the Treaty of Friendship and 
Cooperation. Ups and downs in their relations and the explusion of Soviet 
advisers from Egypt, which for a while gave a setback to Soviet interest and its 
policy. 

The third chapter deals with many turns and twists in Soviet policy. The 
relations improved during 1973 war and Soviet Union enhances its military aid 
to Egypt. However, further, relations gradually deteriorated bec.ause of some 
misunderstanding between the two countries and also due to Egypt's drift towards 
west, which finally led to the abrogation of Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation 
of 1971. 

The fourth chapter deals with the new situations which menifested after the 
Camp David Accords of 1978. This secret deal of Camp David Accords side 
lined Soviet Union for Middle East peace process which led to a major shift in 
Soviet policy towards Egypt. 

The fifth chapter i.e., conclusion is an over all assessment of Soviet policy 
towards Egypt and their relations. 
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CHAPTER-I 



HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF SOVIET POLICY: TOWARDS EGYPT 

Soviet policy towards Egypt was one of the basic 

components of its strategy to abolish colonial domination in 

the third world countries. It was also a part of 

strengthening the national liberation movement in the 

sensitive Middle East region. The western support to 

Israeli aggression against the Arab world provided an 

opportunity for the Soviet Union to materialise its strategy 

in this region. 

Its policy towards Egypt was primarily influenced by 

post Stalin reassessment of Soviet Union foreign policy and 

need to combat what was perceived as American inroad in the 

region. Soviet Union had the capability to utilize the Arab 

Israeli conflict as an opportunity to improve its own 

position in the area vis-a-vis the Arab countries. Soviet 

Union always wanted to develop and maintain a cordial 

relations with Egypt in order to counter United States 

·influence. Soviet Union in order to utilize Egyptian 

leadership wanted to form a pan Arab unity and to bring Arab 

World under its sphere of interest. However, it was 

constantly suspicious of Egypt, especially under Sadat, 

leaning towards west. 

It is remarkable fact that initially the Soviet Union 

supported and recognised the formation of the State of 

Israel on Palestinian territory, however, the entire 
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situation took a dramatic turn when Israel launched 

aggression after aggression against many Arab countries 

including Egypt. Thus Soviet Union became the strongest 

ally of the Arab world against Israel and its patron the 

West. Soviet leaders had themselves acknowledged their 

active engagement in this region in terms of geographical 

proximity and their responsibility as leaders of the world 

revolutionary and national liberation movement. At the same 

time bearing in mind that the cold war rivalry had already 

been intensified therefore to gain maximum allies into their 

camp. Besides, this the primary goal of legitimising the 

rule of Soviet Communist ideology whereby nations of the 

Middle East would some where follow the road. However, 

Soviet influence in Egypt had been more real thqn any where 

else in the Middle East, a region Soviet Union has long 

aspired to dominate. 

In discussing historical background one must note that 

Egypt's first official contacts with Soviet Union took place 

towards the end of the World War II. Britain then dominant 

power in the Egypt. Though Egypt became independent in 

1922, the British under the 1936 Anglo-Egyptian Treaty, 

retained a firm foothold in that country, both political and 

military. Egypt became first major Arab country to have 

established relations with the Soviet union. Kamil Abdul 
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Rahim was its first official representative to Soviet union. 

The Soviet Union being conscious that it was dealing with a 

Muslim Arab country sent Abdul Rahman Sultanova, muslim and 

an Arabist as its representative1 . 

Britain the then dominant power in the Egypt under the 

Anglo-Egyptian Treaty 1936, played an important role in 

establishing diplomatic relations with Soviet Union in 

August 1943. When Egyptian Government was demanding 

withdrawal of British troops and the abrogation of 1936 

Anglo Egyptian Treaty, Soviet Union enthusiastically 

supported Egypts' case in the United Nations Security 

Council 2 . This policy of Soviet Union seemed to be "more 

ant-i British than pro-Egypt" 3 . But the Egyptian need for 

Soviet support vis-a-vis Soviet interest in Middle East 

brought both closer to each other during 1950. 

However, during the first Arab Israeli contlict of 

1948, Soviet position was not very clear against Israeli 

aggression which puzzled Egypt who found the Soviets policy 

of aiding Israel against the Arabs that of extreme 

1. Mohamed Heikal, Sphinx and Commissar : The Rise and 
fall of Soviet influence in the Arab World (London, 
1978) I p.50. 

2. Yaccovi Roi, From Encroachment to involvement A 
documentary study of Soviet policy in the middle East 
1945 - 1973 (New Jersey, 1947), p.41. 

3. M Heikal, po.1 P.52 
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· opportunism. This was due to the Soviet belief that Israel 

"could become a progressive element in the area of generally 

reactionary and unsympathetic government4 . It certainly 

led to misunderstanding between the twb countries. Further 

to win over Egypt and other Arab countries, the Soviet Union 

bitterly denounced the infamous "Tripartite Declaration" 

1950, whose main aim was to maintain an equilibrium in arms 

between the Arabs and the Israels' to the disadvantage of 

the former. Soviet Union branded this treaty as "a document 

which is an act of gross interference in the internal 

affairs of the Near East.ern States, an unceremonious at tempt 

on the part of the imperialist to harness their reckless 

military plans"5. 

Further relations between them were very subtle, 

although Egypt opposed the US idea of Middle East Defence 

Organisation (MEDO) led to a convergence of interest between 

Egypt and Soviet Union and gave a new direction to their 

relations. Soviet Union fully appreciated the position 

taken by the Wafd government of Egypt on MEDO. Meanwhile, 

when the revolution of July 1952 over threw the monarchy 

Soviet Union did not react instantly to the swift changes. 

But very soon Soviet leaders realized the anti imperialist 

4. ibid. 

5. Cited in Y Roi, no.2, p.88 
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tone of the emerging non aligned group and foresaw the 

immense benefits which could occur to them from close 

economic and pllitical cooperation with this group. Soviet 

Union had by this time reevaluated its policy towards the 

Arabs and this became evident when for the first time in the 

history of Arab - Israeli conflict, it used its veto power 

to prevent an anti Arab resolution being passed by the 

United Nations_Security Council on January 19546 . 

A number of factor explains this clear shift in Soviet 

policy. Stalin's death and new willingness to deal with and 

support bourgeois nationalist regimes and their non-

alignment policy placed Soviets relations with Arabs in an 

entirely new light. Moreover Khrushchev policy of peaceful 

co-existence which also formed part qf the post Stalin 

foreign policy 7 . One of another reason to develop 

relation with Egypt was also because Egypt was larger, more 

populous, economically advanced and politically influential 

state, it was also espousing neutralism, while other such as 

Iraq was associated with the West 8 . 

6. Yaccovi Roi, no.2 p.ll7 

7. Galia Golan, Soviet policies in the Middle East from 
the world war two to Gorbachev (Cambr1dge, 1990), p.44 

8. ibid - p.44 
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By this time in Egypt Gamal Abdel Nasser emerged as the 

real strong man of the regime and he successfully concluded 

an agreement with Britain for the withdrawal of British 

troops. A corrunent in Pravda said that the agreement:. " 

doesn't guarantee Egyptian territorial integrity, 

sovereignty, non interference in its internal a,ffairs or 

equality in its relations with Western countries. In 

concluding the agreement the Egyptian Government is taking a 

dangerous step towards American plans for a Middle East 

corrunand, which is a direct threat to the cause of peace in 

the Middle East"9. 

However, first major trade agreement between Soviet 

Union and Egypt, a stepping stone for closer economic 

cooperation was signed in March 1954. Further Nasser's 

opposition to pro West Baghdat Pact led to head on collusion 

with the West, at the same time Soviet Union was more openly 

coming to Egypts' aid. In 1955 it gave aid to flood victims 

in Egypt. ~oviet Union appreciated Egypts' determination 

not to join Baghdat Pact and also its bold anti imperialist 

stand. 

An arms deal of 1955 was made by Soviet Union which was 

due to worsening situation on the Egyptian Israeli border. 

9. Cited by Aryeh Y Yodfat, Arab politics in the Soviet 
Mirror (Jerusalem 1973) p.38 
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It has been claimed that the February 1955, Israeli 

retaliation raid on Egyptian army headquarter in Gaza was 

the trigger which led to this step10 . The Gaza raid was 

an eye openor to Nasser as it was a brutal demonstration of 

Egyptian military weakness. This led to the $250 million 

Czhechoslovakia Egypt arms deal of September 1955 was a 

great evidence of new Soviet policy and new relationship. 

For the Egypt the deal with Soviet Union may have been 

perceived as a counter weight to the American backing of 

Iraq, as well as added weight in their struggle against the 

British. 

On the eve of the Bandung conference, the Soviet Union 
. I 

demonstrated its policy toward::; Middle East arid came out 
I 

with an official statement on the situation in the region. 

The statement issued on 16 Apt"il 1955 read: "The Soviet 

Union can't be indifferent to the situation taking shape in 

Middle East, since the formation of the blocs and the 

creation of foreign military bases on the territory of the 

Middle East countries have a direct bearing on the security 

of the USSR. The Soviet Union will take positive action 

towards any step by the Government of the Near and Middle 

Eastern countries to strengthen the national liberation of 

10 . Galia Golan, no.7, p.46 
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their states and to promote peace and friendly cooperation 

among nation. 11 . 

The arms deal which was a result of Soviet policy gave 
I 

a turning point in Egypts' relations with Soviet Union. It 

dealt a blow to the Arab-israeli conflict. No doubt Soviet 

was prompted by desire to devoid the· Western influence. 

Soviet Union and Egypt came closer in order to fulfil their 

respective political and security interest, even though they 

were poles apart ideologically12 . 

The Suez crisis was the first crisis to arise in the 

new Soviet-Egyptian relationship. The nationalisation of 

Suez Canal w~s a daring and bold act which had far reaching 

repercussion and became the testing ground for Soviet 

Egyptian rel~tions. Basically United States refusal to aid 

for Aswan Dam led to such action by Nasser. Earlier Joner 

forter Dulles sent a message to Nasser through Eugene Black 

the World Bank President stating: 11 I want Nasser to 

understand that the Russians can help him with weapon for 

death but we alone can give him and his people life13 . 

--~----------------------------------------------------

11. M Smolansky, The Soviet Union and the Arab East 
Under Khrushchev (New Jersey, 1974), p.27 

12. Karen Dawisha, Soviet Foreign policy towards Egypt 
(London, 1979), p.11 

13. Mohamed Heikal, no.1, p.64 
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When Nasser officially announced the recognition of 

Communist China, the Dulles U S Secretary of State informed 

Egypt that it was not feasible in present circumstances to 

take part in the financing of Aswan High Dam14 . 

The two major consideration which guided Soviet policy 

towards Egypt during the Suez crisis were: (a) the 

possibility to utilize the crisis as an opportunity to 

improve Soviet unions' own position in the area vis-a-vis 

its Arab ally and against Western interest and (b) the 

necessity to avoiding direct confrontation with the United 

States. At the time Soviets were also operating under 

Khrushchev's doctrinal tenet of ·peaceful co-existence. 

Meanwhile, Nasser declared the Egyptian Communist Party to 

be illegal and kept its leaders in prison. Indeed he made 

it very clear that he differentiated between the Soviet 

Union as a "great friend" and the Egyptian Communist Party, 

which he conqidered threat to his rule15 . 

Such a situation posed a painful dilema to Khrushchev, 

a dilema that he never really resolved. Nonetheless, Nasser 

14. Jaan Penhar, The USSR and the Arabs : The USSR and 
the Arabs : · The ideological dimension 1917 1971 
(London : 1973), p~183 

15. Robert 0 Freedman, Soviet Policy Towards the Middle 
East since 1970 (London : 1975) p.11 
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I 

was a useful ally in the Cold war rega'rdless of his 

treatment of the Egyptian Communist party. However, since 

Khrushchev considered him self the head of the international 

Communist movement he felt constrained to try to protect the 

Communist parties of the Middle East. On the several 

occasion he complained to Nasser about the treatment of the 

Egyptian Communists but Nasser denounced such interference 

in Egypts' internal affairs and relations between Egypt and 

Soviet Union slightly deteriorated as a result16 . The 

role of Communist party was to prove a stumbling block in 

the Khrushchev's policies towards Syria and Iraq as well. 

However, Soviet Union repeatedly emphasised the need 

and possibility of finding a peaceful settlement of the Suez 

problem in which it took unusu~l interest because of its 

desire to avert a military showdown with the West. Even 

though in terms of actual behaviour Soviet Union was some 

what slow to respond to the Egyptian's nationalisation 

announcement and also, to the outbreak of hostilities by 

Israel, Britain and Frace ,in October 1956. 

At this juncture Soviet Union was qeither politically 

nor militarily prepareq. to take a direct action, instead, 

realtsing the situation Soviet Premier proposed a joint 

--------------~---------------~------------------------

16. ibid, p.ll 
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Soviet-American militar¥ intervention to bring about an end 

to the fighting. Surprisingly next day Britain, France and 

Israel ordered their troops to ceasefire. According to 

Heikal, what ultimately forced them to halt their aggr~ssion 

was American and not Russian pressure. However, Russian 

attitudes made significant contribution to the final 

results17 . One of the other interpretation mustered by 

Soviet Union had been that the Soviet Union was major 

beneficiary of 1956 war. Britain and France were 

discredited and their influence in the region virtually 

ended. Even the United States was to some degree linked to 

its allies aggression perceived as having behaved as a poor 

. ally to them, the Soviet Union, however, had saved the day, 

brought about the end to the hostilities and emerged as the 

Champion of the cause of the Third World in general and the 

Arab in particul~r. In fact, several elements of dissonance 

entered or became apparent in Soviet-Arab relations as a 

result of Soviet behaviour18 . Although the Suez crisis 

may have increased Soviet prestige in the eyes of some in 

the region, another result of the war was the Eisenhower 

Doctrine which constituted a stronger commitment of United 

States in the area. 

17. Heikal, no.1, p.72 emphasis added. 

18. Galia Golan, no.7, p.53 
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Despite the differences owing to Soviets delay in Suez 

crisis the relation between Soviet Union and Egypt remained 

warm for another few year. At the same time the Suez War 

facilitated the entry of the Soviet Union in the Arab World 

in a big way. In January 1958 Soviet Union provided Egypt 

$175 million loan, the largest it had yet granted to a Third 

World State as well as $100 million for the Aswan Dam19 

Meanwhile, Union of Egypt and Syria led to proclamation of 

United Arab Republic (U A R). Soviet Union initially 

supported the formation of the U A R and said that it would 

lead to the consolidation of peace and stability in the area 

and would give fresh impetus and new strength to the people 

in their struggle for national independence against the 

conspiracy and intrigue of the coloniast20 . 

To warm up the relations Nasser made two trips to the 

Soviet Union in 1958 which resulted in flow of arms in 

Egypt. on the otherside Iraqi revolution of july 1958, drew 

Soviet union close to new Iraqi ~egime wpich itself opposed 

Nasser's policy. To Nasser it appeared that Soviet Union 

was shifting significantly towards Egypt's arch-rivals in 

Baghdad. It did expose the inherent contradiction in their 

relations. 

19. ibid, p.54 

20. Smolansky, no .11, p. 79 
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Khrushchev in 21st Congress of CPSU lashed out at the 

treatment meted out to the communist in UAR. Further, 

Khrushchev concluded by saying that: We do not conceal the 

fact that we and some of the leaders of the U A R have 

divergent views in the sphere of ideology. But our position 

coincides with t4eirs in questions of the struggle against 

imperialism, of strengthening the political and economic 

independence of countries that have freed themselves from 

colonialism, and of the struggle agaiqst the war danger. 

The differences in ideological views should not impede the 

development of friendly relations between our countries and 

the cause o£ jbint struggle against imperialism21 . 

Soviet Union assured to suppott Egypt which was an excolony 

despite differences. 

Relations had deteriorated when Nasser resumed his 

attacks on communists branding them as agent of communism. 

However, towards the end of t957 relations improved between 

Soviet and Egypt and a cultural agreement was signed. 

Between 1958 and 1960 three major agreement were signed, 

totalling 1500 million roubles, which were quite beneficial 

to Egypt 22 . 

21. Roi, no.7, pp 279-280. 

22. K R Singh, "The Soviet UAR Relations", 
Quarterly (New Delhi) , Vol. XXV, no. 2, (April 
~969), pp.l30-52 
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Despite a brief rapproachment with Nasser in 1960 when 

he personally met Khrushchev at the United Nations, where 

the most of the differences were ironed out. Soviet -union 

once again clashed with Egyptian leaders in May 1961, during 

a visit by an Egyptian parliamentary delegation headed by 

Sadat, who was then Chairman of the U A R National Assembly. 

Khrushchev attacked the Egyptian leaders for opposing 

communism and told them "If you want socialism, you should 

not oppose communism," since the one automatically followed 

the other. He also told the Egyptian that Arab nationalism 

is not the zenith of happiness and life itself will impose 

communism. The Egyptian leader responded angrily and Soviet 

Egyptian relations suffered another temporary set back23 . 

However, Soviet Union continued its poltcy of 

coope~ation towards Middle East and the impasses in Soviet-

Egypt relations was broken only :i,.n 1961. For the Soviet 

union circumstances had change by this time. Nasser's 

policy of nationalization of a large portion of Egyptian 

industry following the breakup of the Union with Syria in 

the fall of 1961 encouraged Soviet Union to believe that the 

Arab nationalist leaders were turning towards socialism even 

without the help of communist parties. Consequently, 

the terms "non capitalist path" and revolutionary democracy 

23. Robert 0 Freedman, no.15, page 12. 
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were born. Khrushchev often used the term non-capitalist 

path and socialism synonymously in describing the progress 

of such regimes as Nasser's and Ben-Bella's24 . 

Nasser too appeared interested to improve relations, he 

desisted from further persecution of communists and 

gradually, though with restrictions released most of those 

who had been imprisoned. In 1962 Nasser was seeking Soviet 

support and even concrete assistance for the Eghyptian 

intervention in the Yemen Civil War. Meanwhile, Khrushchev 

and his successors urged the Egyptian communist party to 

dissolve officially and join the Arab Socialist Union (A S 

U), which was Nasser's mass political organisation and the 

only one permitted in Egypt. In another policy innovation 

the Soviet leadership moved tq establish direct party to 

party relations between CPSU and ASU. 

By this a new cordial phcj.se emerged in strengthening 

their relations. Khrushchev made a visit to Egypt which was 

successful one in the sense Egypt was back again in Russian 

favour. The visit ended with a positive note, Egypt got a 
I 

$277 million loan and Nasser became to be regarded as "hero 

of the Soviet Union.· Soviet Union also agreed to supply 

more weapons. 

24. ibid, page 13. 
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Though a change in leadership occurred in Soviet Union 

with the . removal of Khrushchev in October 1964, however, 

Soviet interest dictated continuation of the policy towards 

Egypt undertaken by Khrushchev. The new leadership which 

came into power was headed by leonard Brezhnev. At the time 

pf Khrushchev's death Soviet union position in Egypt was 

more dominant one. In 1965 when Egyptian Communist party 

decided, to disband and most of its members joined the ruling 

Arab Socialist Union, which removed major irritant in Soviet 

Egyptian relations. Most of the communist joined ASU and 

this group headed by Ali Sabri came to be identified as 

Soviet's men within the ASU. 

Nasser again paid a visit to Soviet Union in August 

1965, to pursue Soviet leaders for military and economic aid 

to cope up with its involvement in the yemen War. Later 

Kosygin visited Egypt in 1966. He showed keen interest in 

the political set up in Egypt and called for closer ties 

between CPSU and ASU. 

All these visit brought both countries closer and 

cooperation emerged in several new field. 
I 
I 

The Soviet Union 

referred to Egypt as a Country building socialism and it 

sent Soviet pilots to assist Egypt forces in Yemen. 25 

25. See Daniel Dishen (ed). Middle East Record, Volume 
Three, 1967 (Jerusalem, 1971) 
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The major Soviet interest in Middle East in the 1960s 

was acquisition of naval facilities and bases including air 

bases and in this effort Egypt was focal point, mainly 

because of its relative suitability of its ports and 

airfields but also because of its geographical position in 

tha~ part of the world and the ·relative stability of its 

regime. Thus, prior to the six day war of June 1967, 

Soviets sought some port facilities in Egypt but six day war 

proved to be a turning point for Soviet military as well as 

political presence. And by the late 1960s Soviet union had 

undertaken the development not only of 'these facilities but 

of some six air bases as we11 26 . However, at the 

beginning of 1967, Syria was informed by the Soviet Union of 

Israeli troop concentration alongside its bor~er27 . Even 

on 11 May 1967 Soviet President Podgorny told a visiting 

Egyptian parliamentary delegation led by Sadat that Israel 

was concentrating forces on its border with Syria and 

planned to attack between 18 and 22 May 196728 . This 

showed a deep interest of Soviet Union in the development 

taking place in the Middle East. 

in World 26. Kurt 
politics, 

London ( ed) , The Soviet Union 
~~~~--------------------------(London : 1980), p.107 --------

27. Galia Galan, no.7, p.54 

28. Heikal, no.1, p.174 
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Nasser immediately plunged into action. He proclaimed 

a state emergency in Egypt and with much fanfare the 

Egyptian military forces moved into Sinai. According to 

Heikal, the Soviet Union had intended their warning more to 

prepare Egyptian government psychologically for a crisis and 

to encourage closer consultations than to spur it into 

independent action29 . According to Sadat, Nasser in fact 

overdramatized the whole exercise, which alarmed the 

Israelis. He says that the Soviet Union consistently warned 

that the tempo of events was moving much ql).icker than it 

should move. He says "Nasser was carried away by his own 

impertuosity" 30 . 

Nasser requested the United Nations Secretary Gen~ral, 

U Thant, to withdraw the U N emergency force from Sinai 

which he duly complied the first single most important step 

leading towaards the war. On 22 May Nasser announced the 

blockade of Israeli shipping through strait of Tiran, thus 

closing of access to Israel's only Southern port and exit to 

Red Sea. 

29. Ibid, p.l75 

30. Anwar-el-Sadat, In search of identity An 
autobiography (New York, 1978), p.173 
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However, Soviet Union was quite alarmed at quick 

intensity of the crisis which assumed dangerous proportions 

because of the events were taking pace at lightning speed. 

Soviet Union issued one statement on Egyptian Defence 

Minister Bardan visit to Soviet Union that "It is the 

firm belief of the Soviet government that the people have no 

interest in kindling a military conflict in the Near 

East .... n
31 . Though the statement was primarily aimed at 

Israel, nevertheless it was also aimed indirectly at Egypt 

and Syria urging them not to go for war or any misadventure. 

Supporting Egypt move in Sinai, without, however, mentioning 

the strait of Tiran it ·contained real threat to Israel. 

Kosygin told Egyptian that you have won a political victory, 

so it is time to compromise, to work politically. Kosygin 

through his statement was making it abundantly clear that 

since Egypt has achieved its gbal, i.e. of averting an 

Israeli attack on Syria, it sho1.+ld not resort to war and 

work out peacefully32 . According to another writer, the 

Soviet Union informed Egypt and Syria not only that it would 

not support them if they attacked Israel and so risked 

confirming the US as well but also that they would not give 

military support in the event of an attack by Isarael 

alone33 . 

31. M S Agwani (ed), The West Asian Crisis 1967 
(Meerut; 1968), P.56. 

32. Mohamed Heikal, no.1, p.182 

33. Robert Stephens, Nasser 
1973} 1 p.44 
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1 How'.ever, Soviet Union initially ' encouraged and 

supported Egypt; but when it became opvious that they 

themselves would be sacked into the conflict they 

unsuccessfully urged restraint upon the parties. Israel 

finally attacked Egypt, Syria and Jordan on 5 June 1967 

which began with the destruction by Israel of the Egyptian 

and Syrian air forces on the ground. Kosygin and U S 

President Jonson contacted on the hot line. Kosygin sought 

United States' cooperation for a ceasefire and withdrawal of 

Israeli forces. 

On 7 June United Nation Security Council unanimously 

adopted a Soviet draft resolution calling for a simple 

ceasefire. Both Jordan and Egypt had agreed to the 

ceasefire, while Israel continued to fight. On 9 June 

Israeli forces broke through into Syrian territory and Syria 

too had agreed to ceasefire. Israeli continued to fight on 
I 

the Syrian forces and on 10 June held most of the Golan 

Height 34 . Egypt was resentful with the Soviet Union for 

not having come to its rescue or intervened on her behalf 

against Israel. Relations during the course of war became 

strained between the course of war became strained between 

the two countries. Whereas Soviet Union asserted that 

Yugoslavia did not permit Soviet planes to overfly her 

territory35 . No doubt the war of 1967 had badly shaken 

the very exi$tence of Egyptian regime. 

34. Galia Golan, no.7, p.64 

35. Heikal, no.1, p.183 
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' Nonetheless, war provided Soviet' union to consolidate 

and expand its Mediteranian presence by exploiting the 

Arab's need for rennovate and rebuild their armed forces. 

Immediately after the June war, the Soviet Union sent 

President Podgorny to assess the magnitude of disaster which 

had engulfed their ally. The more immediate purpose of his 

visit was to demonstrate the support to Egypt in her hour of 

need. Meanwhile Nasser chalked out his strategy to deal 

with the situation arising from defeat. According to 

Heikal, Nasser formulated a three pronged military strategy. 

Firstly, that Egypt would have to remain essentially on the 

defensive; secondly, it would continuously move to achieve 

~ deterrence; and thirdly, the ultimate recovery of the 

~captured lands36 . Nasser concentrated all its effort 

towa~ds rebuilding and strengthening the military. 

l· Following the Podgorny visit Soviet Union launched a massive 
I 

~unprecedented airlift of arms to fully equipped and rebuild 

Egyptian military. to improve its tarnished image, the 

Soviet Union mounted an immediate and passive resupply 

effort while pretentiously display increasing of their own 

fleet. Soviet military advisor were sent, reaching 

approximately 4000 in Egypt by the end of the year and 

presumably to solve the problem of control. Soviet Union 

used advisors, sympathisers and others to penetrate the 

Egyptian army, police, security, political and governmental 

bodies. 

39 Heikal, no.l, p.ll7 
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However, Soviet Union favoured international 

negotiations, that to be between two superpowers, additional 

powers, or at the United Nations; as distinct from direct 

talk between Israel and the Arab States. Meanwhile, in 1960 

Nasser visited Soviet Union to discuss the military and 

political aspect of Soviet Unions' presence in Egypt. But 

then he fell ill seriously and on the other side Israel was 

penetrating and bombing west of the canal. 

Nasser again flew to Soviet Union and asked Soviet 

leaders to establish a:q air base defence system manned by 

Soviet pilots and anti-aircraft forces and protected by 

Soviet troops. The cost to Egypt, however, was a high one. 

To obtain Soviet aid Nasse:r had to grant to Soviet Union 

exclusive control over a number of Egyptian airfields as 

well as operational control over a large portion of the 

Egyptian army37 . 

It hacl the two aspect. On the one hand, failure to 

help Nasser might mean the Egyptian President ouster by 

elements ip the Egyptian leadership less friendly towards 

the USSR at a time when United States was trying to rebuilt 

its positiop in Arab World. In addition, the air bases that 

the USSR would control could pe used by Russian pilots, 

proved to be useful not only to intercept the Israel's but 

37. Robert 0 Freedman, no.lS, p.26 
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also to fly covering mission for the Soviet mediterenian 

fleet. On the other, Soviet Unions' committment to Egypt 

was that it would be demonstration to the Arabs World that 

the USSR w~s an ally to be counted on. 

However, in January 1970 following a secret visit to 

Soviet U;nion, the Soviets f~nally decided to . assume 

responsibility for the air defence of Egypt. Soviet union 

sent som~ 15, 000 20,000 military advisors including 

personnel to handle a SAM - 3, air defence system and Soviet 

pilots who would actually man Soviet aircraft in Egyptian 

Air Force38 . The SAM-3 missiles had never before been 

placed outside the Soviet bloc. 
I 

Brezhnev himself according 

to Heikai acknowledged the magnitude of this decipion when 

he 
I 

repor~edly said, the Soviet Union has today taken a 

decision fraught with grave consequences. it is a decision 

unlike, any of we have ever taken before39 . Further, 

according to Hetkal Soviet decisions was not easy one. The 

politburo was reportedly consulted and indeed there was much 

evidence irt subsequent months of differences of opinion 

within the Soviet bureaucracy regarding this decision40 . 

Despite the fact that the aid he was receiving from the 

USSR, Nasser also tried to maintain some ties with the West. 

38. Galia Golan, no.7, p.73 

39. ibid, p.73 

40. ibid, 
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He continued to rely o~ American Oil companies to search for 

oil in Egypt. He also advised the new Libyan maker Kaddafi 

who came to power in September 1969 to turn to France and 

not to the Soviet Union for arms41 . On the other pand 

Joseph Sisco, the US Assistant Secretary of State brought 

the Roger's plan to Nasser for the ceasefire at t:.he Canal 

and the beginning of negotations. 

These development led to suspicious among Soviet 

leaders. During Nasser 1 s visit Sovie-t Union expressed their 

need of knowing about the talk between Egypt and. United 

States. Nasser tried to convince but suspicious continued. 

According to Egyptian accounts, the very difficult talks in 

Soviet Union ended with Nasser angrily proclaiming that he 

could accept the American 8roposed ceasefire out of despair 

over the Soviet position42 . From this it would appear 

that the Soviet were opposed to a ceasefire, but it is more 

likely that the Soviets actually did favour an end to the 

war of Attrition. Nasser finally accepted the Roger Plan to 

a ceasefire from 7 August. 1970. Even Brezhnev refused to 

provide new or additional weaponry to take the battle beyond 

defence . 

. ls1 

41. Robert o Freedman, no.15, p.35 

42. Galia Golan, no.7, p.75 
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In sum Soviet Union continue and w~s anxious to support 

Egypt not out of hostility towards Israel. but because of 

Egypt's anti imperL:tlist policy. The foundation of this 

relationship rested on each party's national interest more 

precisely it concern for national security. Ideologically, 

the two countries were at variance. Soviet Union policy 

towards Egypt was also under the Soviet policy of national 

liberatton movement. Further a constant U S threat on 

behalf of Israel to Arab nation made soviet policy extremely 

functional in Egypt. 
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CHAPTER-II 



SOVIET POLICY ~0. WARD~ EGYPT D~ .. ING 'TRANSITION PERIOD 
AFTER THE D~f.R OF NASSER, 1970 - 72 

The death of Nasser and the advent of Sadat was a 

turning point, albeit a subtle one initially, in the history 

of relations between t:):le Soviet Union and Egypt. The 

cordiality and importance attached to the Soviet bloc by 

Nasser and ideological orientation with the socialistic 

philosophy had been the cementing factor for the 

relationship between Soviet Union and Egypt. 

Considering ttie strategic position of Egypt, warm and 

strong relationship in the past and the ideological struggle 

against the west and imperalist powers, Soviet Union's aim 

was to continue the existing relationship with Egypt and to 

take it to further height$ of mutual cooperation with the 

new government headed by Anwar-al-Sadat who had succeeded 

after Nasser's death. 

The importance given to this continuity is evident from 

the fact that Premier Kosygin led a large Soviet delegation 

to Nasser's funeral ~nd remained in Cairo for several days 

meeting with the new leadership 1 The concept of Arab 

unity, just str4ggle for national independence progress and 

a rapid solution of the Middle East conflict was reaffirmed 

in the communique that followed this visit. 

1. Robert 0 Freedman, Soviet policy towards the Middle East 
since 1970, (London, 1975) , p. 43 
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Sadat was elected as the President of Egypt on 

15.10.1970 and he chose the team for his government 

resembling the one Nasser had. He took care to assure the 

Soviets of the continued. friendship by sending Ali Sabri the 

Vice President, on 20th December 1970 to Soviet Union. 

Earlier, President Kosygin had given an explicit message of 

caution during one of his meetings at Egypt. He stated that 

"While the Soviet Union is no way questioned Egypt's right 

to recover its lost territory, the mis1-1se of Egypt's 

readiness to do this through war would be when the Egyptian 

High Command ·could say that the Soviet advisers" 2 . A 

prophency which came true in the later part of history. 

Soviet Union had the first inclination towards a 

definite shift when Sadat, in December 1970, lifted the 

State custodianship of private property, a clear departure 

from the Nasser's strong socialist principles. 

To Soviet union, this appeared to be a move which would 

strengthen the hands of petty bourgeoise and encourage 

ownership of private property. Although nothing was 

publicly decried, a note of caution to watch the Egyptian 

activities came to the hall mark of Soviet Union's policy 

towards Egypt. 

2. Mohamed Haikel,Sphinx and Commissar ~ The Rise and Fall 
of Soviet influence in the Arab World (London, 1978), p.2/7. 
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The successful completion of Aswan Dam in January 1971, 

saw the visit of Soviet President Nikolai Podgorny to Egypt 

to inaugurate the Dam. His main purpose was to have a first 

hand experience of the functioning of the Government of 

Sadat and to assess the Egyptiqn President in the manner he 

managed the affairs. This was another step towards the 

policy of watchf].ll waiting" 3 in the Middle East adopted by 

the Soviet leaders following Nasser's death. The emphasis of 

their policy was to consolidate the existing relations with 

the new regime rather than embarking on rtew policy 

initiatives4 . 

On 4th February 1971, Sadat recommended only one month 

extension of the ceasefire i.e. upto March 1971, and not for 

three months as he had done ec:trlier much to anxiety of 

Soviet Union 5 . He also proposed to open the Suez Canal on 

conditions of Israeli withdrqwal Egyptian advance on East 

Bank and implem~ntation of UN resolution # 242. He also 

declared to restore diplomatic ties with the United States 

and to sign an agreement of peace with Israel. 

Soyiet Union was concerned with these developments 

which · caught him by surprise. The lesser extension of 

ceasefire meant that renewed hostilities in the Middle East 

3. Robert 0 Freedman, no.l, p-45 
4. Ibid. 
5. R Petrov I "New Move Towards a Middle East Settlement I " 

New Times, no.8, 27 January 1971, p.ll 
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would involve Soviet Union which was not acceptable. Again 

opening up of diplomatic ties with the US would involve tpe 

US in the Middle East and this caused great anxiety to the 
I 

Soviet Union, whose leaders wanted to meet Sadat. Accepting 

the invitation, Sadat secretly visited Soviet Union on 1st 

March 19716. 

The causes of concern of Soviet Union over tpe gradual 

de-Nasserization in the field of Egyptian economy of 

privatization, increased contacts witl:l Saudi .?-\rabia, Libya 

and other Arab States, etc., all figured in the talks 

between Soviet leader and Sadat during this v~sit. It was 

then that Sadat proposed a treaty between the two 

countries 7 . Anxious to the involvement of UniFed States and 

concerned over the limited extension of the ceasefire, 

Soviet Union, continued her friendly cooperation towards 

Egypt and Sadat returned home striking an optimistic note. 

Tpe concern of Soviet Union over tpe affairs of Sadat 

were shared by a group of leftist political supporters~ who 

were influential during Nasser's period and who were 

retained by Sadat with key positions in his government. The 

main ·leader of this group was Ali Sabri,the Vice President. 

6. See President Sadat's Speeches, September 1970 March 1971 
(Cairo, 1971), p.45 

7. Heikal,no.2, p.222. 
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The plot to remove Sadat from his position to retain and 

perpetuate the socialist p~inciples of Nasser. Soviet Union 

came to view this group as "their special friends and allies 

inside the government 8 . 

Sadat moved swiftly and sacke4 Ali Sabri on charges of 

planning a ·coup9 , on 2 May 1971. Immediately following 

this, the U S Secretary of State paid a call to Egypt and 

these events increased the suspicion of the Soviet Union 

over Egypt and the intensions of Sadat. The request of 

Sadat for weapon from Soviet has also turned down at this 
I 

juncture10 . 

Faced with the situation of a Soviet American delente 

and an ultimatum of Sqdat to support him to move towards war 

or losing Egypt to American mediation, the Soviet leaders 

finding both upacceptable, entered into a formal treaty with 

Egypt to protect the~r interestsi1 . This proved to be a 

major shift ip the poiicy of the Soviet Union towards the 

third world. With this as a precedent, it is interesting to 

note that the Soviet Union finalised more than twenty 

treaties with different third world countries in the next 

decade and half. In any case, this tactical change was in 

' response to the developments that taking place with in Egypt 

under the leadership of Sadat. 

8. Ibid, p.225 
9. Galia Golart, 
World War ll to 
10. Ibid, 
11. Ibid, P.78 

Soviet policies in the Middle East __;_ From 
Gorbachev (Cambridge, 1990), P.77. 
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The treaty of "friendship and Cooperation" between the 

Soviet Union and EgYPt signed on 27 May 1971, was not a new 
I . 

one but was under discussion for long between the two 

Countries. ~here were no new and different proposal in the 

treaty. It was merely a codification of the existing 

Egyptian - Soviet relationship12 . The Egyptians, as per the 

treaty were to consult the Russians reg1.1larly. This they 

were already doing. Egypt also' agreed not to join any 

alliance hostile to the Soviet Union. Considering their 

position and, the reliance they had on Soviet Union, the 

Egyptians cannot anyhow join an antagonistic party to the 

Soviet Union. So, the Egyptians had committed themselves 

only to the extent they had their relationship with Soviet 

Union. 

Soviet Unio:p. on their part restricted their military 

involvement to "assistance in the training of UAR military 

personnel and in mastering the armaments and equipment 
I 

supplied to the UAR with a view of strengthening the 

capacity to eliminate the conseq4ences of agression" 13 . 

Further according to article 11, provision was made for 

tqe extension of the treaty by a period of five years beyond 

15 years and +ater, every time if neither of the contracting 

12. Robert 0 Freedman, no.1, P.51 

13. TASS, 27 May 197i 
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parties declares a year before the expiry of the Term, its 

desire to terminate the treaty14 . From the position of 

Soviet Union, such a clause in the treaty was a clear 

indication of her attitude towards Egypt, that of 

benevolance and friendship in sp:j.te of the different 

contradictory moves taken by Anwar-Al-Sadat. 

The Soviet union's endeavour in embarking on the cause 

of adopting socialism and the aim of the U A R on similar 

lines is also evident from Article 2 of the said treaty tha~ 

II will cooperate closely tn all fields in ensuring 

conditions for preserving and further developing the social 

and economic gains of their peoples" 15 . It was probably the 

action of Sadat in lifting the custodianship of the State on 

private property, an action not suiting the taste of the 

Soviet Union, which guided her to include this article in 

the treaty. 

However, the treaty itself had an impact which was, far 

less significant1 6. To the Soviet Union, the greatest 

importance of the treaty lies in the demonstration which has 

been clearly brought out by Podgorny in a speech in Egypt 

following the conclusion of treaty with an obvious 

14. Ibid, 

15. Ibid, 

16. Robert 0 Freedman, no.1, P.51 
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indication at the United States: "The treaty between the 
. 

Soviet Union and the UAR signifies a new blow to the plans 

of international imperialism which is trying in every 

possible way to drive a wedge into the relations between our 

countries, to undermine our friendship an.d to divide the 

progressive forces". 17 / 

All in all by signing the treaty the Soviet Union was 

guided by· the following ideas and policies: 

Limited commitment towards military efforts of 

Egypt to retain the friendship. 

an halt to the American move to gain foothold in 

the Middle East, when the President of Egypt had in earlier 

occasions had given clear indication of a tilt towards US., 

proper ~ohsultation between the two countries in 

all matters which concern each other and t~us providing a 

chance to the Soviet Union in assessing the situation of 

Middle East before hand, 

to protect and safeguard their int~rest in region, 

to get a commitment from the Egyptian state to 

adhere the socialist principles, 

to silence the critics with in the Soviet Union 

for her continued military and economic aid to Egypt despite 

Sadat's action, 

17. Pravada, May 29, i971. 
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to avoid Egypt from entering into local and 

international alli~nces without having consulted the Soviet 

Union. 

Although ~gypt viewed this treaty to be a guarantee for 

supply of offensive arms in her struggle against Israel, the 

Soviet Union viewed it as a limitatioq on Sadat's attempt in 

distancing EJypt from Soviet Union. 

The corrmd .. tment of each country towards the treaty of 

1971 was according to their expectation from it. 

The cpntt=ntion of Soviet Union was; in the words of 

Brezhnev, hThe aim of our policies is that the Afro - Asian 

Countries should, 
,i' j 

through their strengthening friendship 

with the Soviet Union, ensure that their independence is. 

consolidated along an increasingly progressive path" 18 . 

They wanted to consolidate their position in the world 

particulariy in the Middle East. The American influence, 
' I 

particularly amongst the Arab nations, as Israel was 

completely siding towards ~merica, was to be put a stop too. 

They wante4 to be the sole champion of the third world 

I . countr1es. They also wanted to spread the socialist 

principles across the world which was a major ideology of 

18. Heika1, ho.2, p.245 
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socialism. All these played a vital role in influencing the 

policies of the Soviet Union to~ards Egypt. In the Middle 

East, Egypt had a special place for Soviet Union considering 

her strategic position to control the Suez Canal and Egypt's 

position in having a say on the affairs of the Middle East. 

The Soviet Union found a strong ally in Nasser who chartered 

tpe path of Egypt" after the Egyptian revolution had broken 

free from the restrictions iq1posed upon Egypt by the 

imperialists and had marched fi~ly forward to build up its 

relation~ with Soviet Union 19 

It is amply evident that Egypt had enjoined in the 

treaty purely on opportunistic reason. The ideological 

differences continued to exist, albeit, behind the screen. 

Sadat wanted to make Egypt powerful and chose all possible 

way to achieve it, with or without the assistance of Soviet 

Union. A clever politician, Sadat, brought Soviet Union to 

a point where to consolidate their position and also to 

avoid Egypt from moving clpser to the United States the 

Soviet Union accepted to the ~reaty Soviet Egyptian 

treaty, a documeht which had been under discussion for 

several years 20 . It was a clear case of appeasement by the 

Soviet Union o+ Egypt, inspite of several measures taken 

19. Ibid. 

20. Robert 0 Freedman, no.1, P-51 
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by Sqdat, qontr~ry to wishes of the Soviet Unioq. Signing 

the treaty was a clear endorsement of the Sadat regime by 

the Soviet Union 21 

The opportunism of Egypt made it to overlook the treaty 

and act in an unilateral manner, much to the concern of 

Soviet Union, as the succeeding events clearly showed. The 

Sudan crisis, announcement of the year of decision by Sadat 

and finally the expulsion of the Soviet experts cleatly 

showed the drift between Soviet Union and Egypt. 

Article 2 of the treaty had the firm commitment of 

Egypt for reconstructing society along the socialist lihes. 

They were also to consult ea'ch other in matters of mutual 

interest. Violation of the treaty was to first take place 

through a breach of Article 2. 

Sudan had one of the best organised Communist party in 

the whole of Arab world under the name of Sudanese Cbmmunist 

Party22 . Soviet Union w~s in support of this cdtnmunist I . 

party considering the ideological similarities. 

Colonel Jafar Nimeiry 1 the President of Sudan was 

enjoying the support of most of the Sudanes~ Co~unist party 

but wanted them to dissolve themselves following the 

21. Ibid. 

22. Heikal; no.2 p.229 
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Egyptian party;s ex~mples. The leader of the SCP led by 

Abdul Khalek Mahgoab, were unwi~lingly to do so. 

Differences cropped up and Nimeiry arrested Mahgoub and 

other ~eaders. Nasser who was the President of Egypt at 

that time, was requested by Nimeiry to keep the arrested 

under custody. When Soviet Uniop gave indication of 

annoyance on this detention, Nasser, respecting the 

sentiments of Soviet Union had allowed Mohgaub to leave 

Egypt with assistance23 . Mahgoab chose to return to Sudan 

at Khartoom where he was rearrested. 

In the fir~t half of 1971, the conflict at Sudan took a 

turn by the arrest of Nirhiery by the communist coup. 

Saqat' s request for the safety of Nimier:y was not acceded 

Soviet Union, however, supported this communist coup 

and were relieved to see the exit of Nimeiry, for his action 

against communi~ts. The other leaders of the communist 

party under exile were arrested by Libya ertroute to Sudan 

and handed over to Nirheiry. 

Nimeiry regained power with active help from both Libya 

and E9Yf>t. Sad.at played an important role in the return of 

N;imeiry to power within three days of being overthrown in 

the leftist coup25 . Sadat airlifted Sudanese military 

23. Ibid, P. 230 

24. Ibid, P.231 

25. Robert 0 Freedman, no.l, P~54 
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contingent from their base at Suez Cqnal Zone to Khartoum. 

This timely airlifting of the troops played a vital role in 

the collapse of the communist coup. There was a severe 

reprisal on the communist leaders after the reemergence of 

Nimeiry. Sadat in a major speech on July 30 after the 

executions, publicly praised Nimery and denounced the 

Sudanese Communists26 . This open defiance in a matter so 

important to the Soviet Union was a great shock to Soviet 

Union. 

Sadat even went to the extent of claiming that "Arabs 

will never be Marxists. That is why we cannot allow a 

communist regime to exist in the Arab Wo~ld•i 27 . Here Sadat· 

showed his true intensions and made it clear that he offers 

only lip service to tne treaty under which his country was 

committed for the spread of socialist principle. 

Soviet Union watched this action with 4isappointment on 

Sadat/s role. In addition to this dissatisfaction over the 

foreign policy of Sadat, they were also concerned over the 

arrest of various communist sympathizers. Sadat's 

encouragement of foreign and domestic capita+ was also a 

blow to the socialist stand suppos~d to be taken by Egypt. 

26. Ibid, p-54 

27. Jaan Pennar, The USSR and the Arabs _ The Ideological 
Dimension (New York, 1973), P.49 
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!nspite of this widening gap, Soviet Union maintained its 

earlier position of adherenc~ to the treaty and continued to 

have an appeasing stand towards Egypt for some more time. 
I 

Following the Sudanese imbroglio, on August 8, 1971, 

Egypt, Libya and Syria entered into an alliance by signing 

the constitution of the Federation qf Arab Republics. The 

Federation appeared to be moving • I 1p an 
I 

anticommunist and 

anti soviet direction as a result ot the event of Sudan28 . 

The $oviet union which initially wa~;;; in support of this 

Federation, for it wa~ to be ahti imperialist, now started 

to have its own fears particularly when the communists of 

these countries, were excluded from the scheme. These 

action of Sadat, made Soviet Union to sit back and make a 

fresh appraisal of its foreign policy and that too 

particularly for Egypt. 

Sadat, on 4 February 1971, came out with a peace 

init~ative. This he made, disillusioned with the Roger Plan 

which he felt was peing used by Israel and U S to maintain 

Status quo whereas his primary aim was to recover the 

captured Arab territories. He proclaimed that the year 1971 
I 

was the year of qecision and wanted to have the battle 

between the Arab aqd Zionist to be decided in +971 itself. 

28. Ropert 0 Freedman, no.1 p-56 
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He became convinced that only force can find a solution to 

the tangle between Arab and Zionist Forces. 

Side by Side, he entered into the treaty with Soviet 

Union. Article 7 of the treaty clearly envisages tpat the 

countries will regular:)..y consti.lt each other at different 

levels on all importa11t questions effecting the interest of 

both states to ensure peac~ and security of the peoples. 

The announcement that 1971 is a year of decision was an 

unilateral one, though . it was made earlier to the treaty, 

Soviet Union, it felt was hot obliged to side Egypt on this 

issue. 

To have his annot.j.ncement any real meaning, Sadat 

visited Soviet Union to seek political and military help in 

making the announcement a reality. He made it abundant 1 y 

cleat that he seeks military help for his ba,ttle against 

Israel. He tried to ma~e clear apd ga,ve his stand on every 

issue that because a sqre point in their relations in.the 

past. 'He sought immediate supply of arms of offensive 
I 

weapons to gain an upper hand over Israel. 

As a result of this meeting a joint communique stated 

at the end, that "measures were agreed for the further 
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strengthening of Egypt's militp.ry mf-ght" 2 9 This made 

Sadat happy because he ·believed that the promised weapons 

were under wp.y. 

The events which ~nfurled were to be quite different 

from the one expected by Sadat. The Soviet Union did not 

deliver the weapons to Egypt. Soviet had many reason to do 

so, viz., 

Vi~it of US President Nixon to Soviet Union in May 

1972. The Soviet leaders hinted that rapid progress was 

made towards detente. 

lt was committed to develop its ties with United 

States. 

Sadat's contradictory stance of taking anti Soviet 

measures ip mqny fielqs and a~ the same time, seeking aid 

from the Soviet Union was not to the taste of Soviet 

leaders. 

This clearly shows a shift in the Soviet policy in a 

practical assessment of its foreigq policy as far as Egypt 

is concerned, avoidihg the q.ppeasing policy. Further the 

involvement of Soviet Union in the supply of arms to India 

29. The Policy of Soviet Union in the Arab World : A Short 
collection of Foreign policy documents : The USSR and the 
third world (Moscow, l975) I PP-177-78 
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in the Indo Pak war, even diverting them from Egypt is said 

to be a ploy to prevent Sadat fromn launching a war on 

Israel, particularly when the relations between Soviet Union 

·and Israel was warming up by the permission of Lemigrants 

from Russia to Israel, granting visas to Israelis etc30 . 

The immigrants from Russia wer.e to the tune of 3000 per 

month and they were mainly of military age, and relatively a 

significant proposition of tpem were professionals who could 

contribute immensely in the war efforts of Israe1 31 . 

So with this shift in the policy and fresh look on 

foreign affairs, Soviet Union was supplying Egypt with 

advisers and weapons, they armed Israeli with manpower and 

skills. 
I 

This resulted mainly from the actions of Sadat 

himself pecause of which there was no longer any real 

foundation of trust between the Soviet and . Egyptian 

leaders 3 2. No doubt Soviet Uniop adopted such policy 

towards Egypt was basically a carrol stick policy to have a 
I 

check on E;gypt. 

However, because of differenc~s shown by Soviet pnion, 

the "year of decision", announced by Sadat, passed of~ 

peacefully; only to have more repurcussions, in the 

relations between the two countries. 

30. Robert 0 Fre~dman, no.1 1 p~59 

31. Ibid. 

32. Heikal no.2, p-238 



The accumu+ated grievances from Egypt unearthed oh July 

6, 1972, as a su~rise move to the whole of the world, Sadat 

decided and announced the move to withdraw Soviets' military 

personnel from Egypt. The Soviet Ambassador was infopmed on 

July 8th about the decision and Soviet Egyptian relations 

wen~ virtup.lly frozen33 . However, the reasons for this 

action may be found in three major related areas of 

disagree'!Tient between the Soviet Union and Egypt. Soviet 

arms supplies, the renewal war against I$rael and super 

power dentete. +t was then Sadat announced publicly on 18 
' I 

July to expel the Soviet military advisers. He asked them 

to leave with in one weak, taking their equipment with them 

or selling to ~gypt. 

According to Heikal, from the outset, the Egyptian 

calc~lation had been that the Middle East conflict had been 

operating at two levels one local and the other 

international, the 1967 war tilted the bal~nce in favour of 

Israelis at the local +evel. Egypt, therefore, took the 

conflict to interpational level. Soviets were encouraged to 

negotiate with the American for Egypt. This was more to the 

sui~ing of the Soviet Union who wanted to establish herself 

in the region, act as a C~ampion of the tqird world and to 

reduce the influence of the United States in the area 

their policy target. 

33. Galia Golan, no.9, p.78 
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Gradually Soviet Union became more and more involved 

and sent many of its expe~ts armed forc~s34 . The task was 

slowly completed in 1972, the apprehension of Soviet forces 

in Egypt cqme to the fore, slowly accumulating over the 

years. 

In May 1972, Marshal Gretchko was requested to replace 

the Soviet missile crews by fully trained Egyptians. This 

was turned 4own quoting the Nixon's visit to Moscow. Egypt 

remained uncbnvinced adding another grievances agaipst 

Soviet Union to its tally35. 

The non availabi.1-ity of the Soviet offensive weapon, 

inspite of tqe view of Egypt of Article 8 of the treaty 

between Soviet 9-nd Egypt the fizzling out of the "year of 

decision" for want of the o~fehsive weaports apd the mistrust 

developed by Sadat over Soviet Union for their dealings with 

United Stat~s through ~ixon's visit Wherein Egypt considered 

that a decision has been reached to freeze the status quo, . I 

thus at the cost of the lost territories of Egypt and other. 

Arab countries, made Sadat to decide that something drastic 

has to be done to impress upoh the Soviet Union, the gravity 

of the situation. 

34. ·Ibid, no.2, P-243 

35. Ibid, P-244 

He ordered explusion of 21000 Soviet 
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advises from Egypt. 

expulsion. 

Ten days time wa,s given tor their 

Soviet Union withdrew her 

withdrew in a weak36 . However, 

men in good order. They 

Brezhnev, the President of 

Soviet Union wrote a letter seeking the reasohs for such a 

unilateral move by Sadat while expressing that: their 

"friendship for E)gypt .... is not a short term objective but 

an essential elemertt of our international policy" 37 . 

Brezhnev's lettet shows him again convinc~d that the Soviet 

Union's behaviour had been beyond reproach, thq t its 

concerns for the third world is real, it does ztot have a 

policy for superpower calculations and what had gone wrong 

must be the fault of the imperialists and the "intrig~es of 

rightist elementt3" from Egypt38_ 

Sadat replied that two mairi principles were his 

consideration that: 

Egypt wanted to fight with her own forces. 

That battle should not be an occasion of 

confrontation between Soviet Union and United States39 . 

36. Ibid - 244 

37. Ibid 

38. Ibid 

39. Ibid, p-247 
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Further lie did not want Soviet Units stationed in 

Egyptian territory without under Egyptian command. He also 

alleged that secrecy wit4in the $oviet Union stopped it from 

sharing the developed arms with Egypt. 

He however, sought for good relations between the two 

Countries. 

Thus enaed a turbulent phq.se in the Soviet Egyptian 

relations and made Soviet Union reassess it policy towards 

Egypt. This expulsion did not effect the Soviet policy to a 

great ext~nt as the events that followed continued to prove. 

The decision of expulsion was an expression of the 

accumulated Egyptian grievance9 over Soviet Union. This 

clearly identified by tpe sevier Union and through a slight 

change in po1icy gave both military and economic aid to the 

Egypt in the way that followed. 
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CHAPTER-IV 



CHAPTER-III 



ARAS ISRAEL CONFLICT ~. SOVIET POLICY DURING 1973-77 , I . . 

Despite the major loss of Soviet Union with expulsion 

of Soviet advisor by Sadat, the initial Soviet reaction was 

relatively mild. Although by this time Soviet - Egyptian 

relations began to deterior~te. However, Soviet • I up1on, 

outwardly continued to view it~ policy with Egypt as that of 

cooperation. As politburo cqtn,mittee was reported to have 

recommended: Let the Egyptian hav~ sufficient arms to enable 

them to risk a battle ... should this happen and should the. 

Arabs ~in, their victory will have been achieved thanks to 

Soviet arms. Should they be defeated or the fighting 

reaches a settlement, it is still the Soviet Unibn that they 

will have to look for rescue in the aftermath of the 

battle. 1 

This led a change in Sadat's tone towards the Soviet 

Unipn. The Egyptian leader declared that Sadat had sent a 

teller to Brezhnev that was friendly and cordial in spirit 2 . 

Further, with the initiation of Syrian President Assad, 

Sadat sent Premier Siqki to the Soviet Union to sought 

weapon and for further cooperation.· In aqdition Egyptian 

leader called the Soviet - Egyptian friendship as strategic 

and not tactical. The Soviet Union respondeq to Sidki visit 

1. A K Pasha, Egypt quest for peace: Determinants and 
implications, (New Delhi, 1994), p. 211. 

2. Robert 0 Freedman, Soviet Policy towards Middle East 
since 1970, (London, 1975) 
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by returning SAM 16s 
i• 

to Egypt along with a f.ew hundred 
I 

advisors and the Soviet Ambassador 
I 

Vinogtadov3 . 

Simultaneously from Egyptian side '\'lith the replacement of 

Egyptian war minister Sadek a person known to relatively 

artti Soviet led to rumours of Soviet-Egyptian 

rapproachment4 . Soviet Union outwardly cor+tinued to view 

~ts relations witli Egypt coolly as Soviet Premier Kosygin's 

message said: "The Soviet Upion has always stood and will 

always stand beside the Egyptian people in their struggle 

for progress, freedom and the liquidation of the 

consequences of the Israeli aggression5 . At the same time 

Podgorny told the visiting parliarrentary delegation, that 

the Sovie~ Union would remain Egypts' first friend6 . 

During the month of February and March in the year of 

1973 relations improved substantially. On fi+st: February 

1973 a Soviet military allegation 4rrived in Egypt .and had 

extensive talk on various issues pertaining to Egyptian 

request for arms. This phase inaugurated a new phase in 

tHeir relationship. Shortly afterwards, a high power 

Egyptian delegation headed by the new war minisf.er Amad 

Is~ail, visited Soviet Union and had talks with Brezhnev. 

3. Galia Golan, Soviet polices in the Middle East from the 
World War two to Go~bachev (Cambridge, 1990) p.78 

4. Ibid 

5. Indian Express (Delhi), 24 July 1972 

6. Arab Report and Record (Lo:p.don), No .15, 1-5 Aug 1972, 
p. 371 
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A Joint Communiq}le issued r~peated opposition to any 

partial settlement of the Arab-Israe~i dispute, adding that 

the Soviet Union had undertaken to facilitate and 

strengthening the Egyptian military potential had again 

affirmed tpe right of the Arab states to use "any form of 

struggle a$ainst Israel" 7 . It was indeed a significant 

change :Ln Soviet poli~y especially in view of Soviet's 

commitment to the policy of detente and earlier flat refusal 

to supply arms asked for by Sadat. 

Soon after a joint communique it was said that the 

development of cooperatioh between the armed forces of the 

two countries had been the main _theme of the Ismail 

Brezhnev - Gromyko talks which were reported to have taken 

place in "warm and friendly atmosphere". According to Saqat 

the biggest ever arms deal with Soviet Union was concluded 

during this visit and Egypt started getting some of the arms 

it wanted promptly and in reco~d time8 . 

Though Soviet decision to arm Egypt enabled the latter 

to enhance its military capa~ility to ~aunch an attack on 

Israel. S~dat was able to acknowl~dge confidentially that 

Soviet Union is with everything they can. I am completely 

satisfied9. However, the Soviet decision to supply arms in 

7. Ibid, No.3, 1-14 Dec +972, p.596 

8. Foy D Koheler, leori Goure and Mose C Harvey, The Soviet 
Union and the October 197~ Middle East War ~ The i~ication 
for Oetente-<washingto~974), p.~ 

9. Newsweek, April Q, 1973. 
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large quantities to Egypt should not meant that it wanted to 

solve the Arab Israeli dispute through military means. In 

reality it was not so. It started supplying more arms with 

the intention of retaining its friendship and preserving 

its stakes and investme~t in Egypt. Soviet policy may have 

been merely tactical, designed to avoid further 

deterioration of its position in the Middle East, and to 

avoid ever present possibility of an Egyptian turn to the 

United States. Soviet Union continued to emphq.sis their 

preferences for a political settle~ent. 

The Soviet Union by this time was preoccupied with the 

summit between Soviet Union and United States and detente 

had by now become the cornerstone of Soviet foreign policy. 

The cf"ucial reason for their emphasis on a political 

settlement to the Arab Israeli dispute was to pursuade Sadat 

not to renew hostilities and complicate their bilateral ties 

with the U S just befote the summit 10 

Here we find a contradiction in Soviet policy towards 

Egypt. On one hahd it was supplying most, if not all, of 

the weapons which made it extremely tempting for Sadat to 

' go for war. On the other hand they emphasised the need to 

solve the problem through political means qtleast out break 

of a conflict might disturb the detente. 

10. See Galia Gola~; the Arab Israel in Soviet-United States 
relations in Yaacoi Roi (ed), The Limits of Power Soviet 

I 0 0 0 
' r 

1 I · 

Pol1cy 1n the M1ddle East (London, 1979), PP.7-31. 
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Meanwhile the summit meeting betwe~n Brezhnev and Nixon 

took place in Washington in last week of June 1973. Both 

parties simply e.:>fpressed their deep concern with the 

situation in the Middle East and excha~ged opinion regarding 

ways of reaching a Middle East sett.iement. Each of the 

parties set forth its position on this problem11 . 

Brezhnev pointed in his ~arewell broadcast that tensiops in 

West Asiad were acute and that a solution was necessary for 

the maintenance of universal peace. 1 ~ 

However, Soviet Union almost, certainly knew about 

Sadat's plan of war. They were not informed of the exact 

date and ti~e, they did little to prevent it and ohce both 

Egypt and Syria had demonstrated their military ability in 

the first days of the war, that is 6 October 1973. Though 

Soviet Union activated after 3 days of war, the Soviet 

leadership reinforced the Arab War effort with a major 

airlift and sealift of weaponry as well as diplomatic 

support ip the United Nations. l3 In taking such action the 

Soviet Union was stepping back from its highest ~oint at the 

time of the Moscow sumtnit of 1972 apd which seemed to be 

reconfirmed by the Washington summit in June :i-973. There 

11. Kissinger Contemporary Archieves, (London) Vol.XV (July 
23-29, 1973) 1 p.26002. 

12. A R :R No.l2, (16-30 June 1973), p.284 

13 .Robert 0 Freedman, Moscow apd the Middle Ea~t _ 
Policy since the invasion of Afganistan, (New York, 
p.SO. 
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was of course tpe qtotrienti of peril, when it seemed that 

superpower collaboration had broken down and Cuba-style 

confrontation might be on the point of developing. 

Soviet Union was al~o qW~re about the fact that if it 

intervene directly would invite similar, American action 

which will endanger detente and. prolong the war and increase 

the risks of super power confrontation. 

However, Soviet Union with regard to Egypt tripled the 

air lift in size after 15 October, that is, after Egyptian 

forces init~ally suffereq a reversal in the Siani. Thus, it 

may be the case that Soviet Union resupply oppression was 

intended not so muc.h to prolong or extend the war but rather 

to shpre up Arab armies and prevent their defeat until a 

ceasefire could be achieved. 14 Even as the resupply effort 

was getting underway, the Soviets were in contact with both 

the United States and Egypt for the purpose of arranging a 

ceasefire which was rejected by Sadat. On 12 October, the 

day before the renewai bid for a ceasefire, Soviet Union 

isstied its first official warning of the war to Israel. 15 

The Soviet tinid:h was also engaged in continuous 

communication with United States through "hot line", each 

pleqging to the other that it work towards a quick 

i4. Galia Golan, no.3, p.88 

15. ]",bid 
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ceasefire. Soviet leaders sent *osygip to Egypt on 16 

October to persuade Sadat to accebt a ceasefire. It is 

necessary to add that when Kosygin was in Egypt the Israelis 

penetrated on the west Bank of the Cana~ and establish a 

foothold. Kosygih was unsuccessful ip getting Sadat' s 

support for a ceasefire. 16 'Though Kosygin returned without 

getting Sadat' s approval for a cefisetire, but he had 

presented nu~erous proposal which ~ecame the basis for 

future ceasefire arrangements. 

Sadat realiz!=d the gravity of the situation that the 

United States had mounted a massive airlift of arms to 

Israel and his own air defence system was getting destroyed. 

So, he quickly decided on 19 October to accept the ceasefire 

and so informed the Soviet Union. 

Brezhnev insi$ted upon meeting with Kissinger 

immediately upon the arrival in Soviet Union of the United 

States Secretary of State and within hour the Soviets 

abanqoned their demand for Israeli withdrawal to the 1967 

lines and acce~ted a ceasefire in p~ace. The joint Soviet 

American proposal brought to United Nation becoming security 

council resolution 338 called for a ceasefire as of 22 

October. 

16. Heikal, Road to Ramadan (London, 1975), p.246 
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On 23 October the S,ecuri ty Council noted to send 

observers to epforce the ceasef ire, but by 24 October 

Israeli forces virtually odcupiep the town of Suez and 

surrounded the 20,000 strong Egyptian army. i7 In a 

desparate attempt to halt the Israe~is, Sadat urgently 

requested the Sovi~t Union and United States to send in 

their own force to ensure the ceasefire. 

This request was not accepted by, United States but 

supported by Soviet Union. Now Soviet Union openly backed 

the Arabs. Therefore, the Soviet leaders decided to 

pressure Israel and United States by alerting Soviet air 

born divi~ion and despatching Soviet transport planes to the 

airborne troops b~ses. At the same Brezhnev sent a stiff 

note to United States President Nixon that reportedly 

stated: I say it s~raight tpat if the United States does not 

find it possible to ac~ together with us in this matter, we 

should be faced with the r~cessity urgently to consider the 

que~tion of taking appropriate s~eps unilaterally. 18 

The Soviet Union evidently adopted. this militant 

posture in pursuance of Brezhnev' s ',. assurance to Sadat and 

also to prevent the Egyptian army from peing destroyed. 

However, such a stand frof!\ Soviet Union, alarmed the United 

17. G~lia Golan, no.3, p.9~ 

18. Robert 0 Freedman, no.2, p.130 
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States which immediately ordered a world wide alert of their 

forces including the nuclear ones. 19 No doubt United 

States equally unwilling to see the conflict develop any 

further, and brought pressure on Israel to scrupulously 

honour the ceasefire. It is evident that Egyptian army was 

saved due to Soviet diplomacy. 

It must be said that through out the October war the 

Soviet attitude towards the Arab was impeccable. They 

identified themselves wholeheartedly with the Arab cause and 

did what they could tp bring assistance to Egypt and Syria 

both at the local and at the internatiorta+ level. 

Sadat's diplom~tic strings were pulled when 1n 

realising the gravity of the situation in the war of October 

1973, ~ccepted the ceasefire as proposed by Soviet Union but 

effected a major. reorientation of his attitude towards 

United States. Sadat argued that the Arab Israeli conflict 

must be resolved through diplomatic means with United States 

playing ~ prominent role, hence drawing close towards United 

States at a speed wnich provided Sov~et Union to reconsider 

its supports to Egypt. 

In the post 1973 era relations were primarily 

characte~ised by mutual distrust and hostility. 

Disagreement between the two countries converged a broad 

19. Ibid, p.131 
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range of issues: 

economic. 

I 
Politica+, 

i 

diplomatic, military and 

The Soviet official co-chaired the Geneva conference 

held in December with the United States, but Heikal reported 

20 that they were relegated to the role of spectat:i,.ons. 

Meanwhile, Soviets too felt uneasy about the developing 

Egyptiah-united States re+ations. They did not 1 ike 

Kisqinger's monopoly with Egyptian consent of the 

negotiation process, whicli resulted in tne first 

disengagement agreement betweep Egyptian and Israeli forces 

on January 20, 1974. Soviet Union expressed grave concern 

ed over these development. Sadat sent Egypt's foreign 

minister Ismail Fahmy to Soviet Union for the period of 21-

25 January 1974 to pacify tpe 4gitated Soviet leaders and to 

discuss Soviet Egyptian re+ationp. The visit resulted in a 

joint communique which stressed to i~portance of close 

coordination betwen the two countries in the peace efforts. 

It emphasised that a very importqnt factor in the struggle 

for a just settlement in Middle East is close coordination 

of action, of the soviet union and Egypt at all stage of 

their struggle, including the work of the peace conference 

on the Middle East in all its working bodies that may be 

informed. 21 

--------------------------~---------------------------------

20. · Heikal, Sphinx and Commissar _;_ The Rise and fall of 
Soviet influence in the Arab World (London, 1978), p.219 

21. The Policy of the Soviet in the Arab World. A Short 
Collection of Foreigzi. l?olicy Documents, The USSR and the 
Arab world(Moscow, 1Q75) p,192 
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The impact of Fahmy visit to the Soviet Union was quite 

visible in Brezhnev's guarded anti cautious statement on 29 

January: The agreement between Egypt Israel on the 

disengagement of troops reached at the beginning of the 

Geneva conference is a positive step, but it represents oniy 

a partial measure of a pure:)._y military character and so far 

efforts only of t~e ~rab countri~s i~volved in the fighting. 

But, of course, they must not stop here. The Geneva 

conference rnupt carry out its main mission: achieve a basic 

political settlement and establish a lasting peace in the 

Middle East. 22 

Although Soviet Union was criticical about its 

exclusion from the peace process, it was not prepared for an 

open rift with Egypt at this juncture. Soviet Union sent 
' l 

Anderi Gromyko to Egypt. The Soviet unions displeasure with 
I 

Egypt was quite visible during Gromyko' s visit as he had 

first visited Syrta then came to Egypt. The talks between 

Gromyko and Fahmy which were held in a, business like 

atmosphere indicated the presence of ~cute differences 

between the two side. 23 Gromyko used every opportunity to 

highlight the need for close 
I 

coordinations and frequent 

consultations and for rebuff~ng the attempts made to drive a 

wedge between the two countries. 

22. Galta Golan, Yom Kippur and After~ The Soviet Union and 
the Middle East crisis (Cambridge, 1976) 

23. Amrit Bazaar Patrika (Calcutt~) 14 March 1974 
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The joint commuqique once again reempnasised the point 

of Soviet participation in Geneva conference and close 

consultations with each other. The two side expressed the 

view that it was important and necessary for the Soviet 

Union to participate in all stages of the settlement ln 

Middle East, ~ncluding the working co~ittees which the 

Geneva conference forms, 24 . 

However, Soviet Union W~s feeling irritant against 

Sadat policy of close contact with US. One of the editor of 

Soviet Press accused Sadat for pursuing an "anti Soviet 

policy". Sadat was accused for engaging in material 

contacts with the US and accused him of trying to balance 

between two poles in order to collect dividens from the us 

and West European countries on one hand and the Soviet Union 

and the national movements on the other. 25 

·After the resignation of US President Nixon, United 

States showed anxiety to restore workirtg relationship with 

tne Soviet Union, he at the same time made it clear that the 

new relationship should be on the basis of equal footing. 

higlt level delega,tion under Ismail Fahmy made a visit to 

Soviet Union from 14-18 October. Although the Soviets were 

not pleased at Saqat' s friendship with the West and 
-----------------·----~-------------------------------------

24. Alvin Rubinstein, Red Star on the Nile: The Soviet 
Egvptian Relationshi~ si~ the June War (~ew Jersey, 1977), 
p. 295. ' . 

25.Cited in Forgus Mckenzies, "The ~ea:J::" in Chains", Middle 
East International (London), No.43, January 1975 
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especially with US, they nevertheless welcomed the Egyptian 

attempt to reconcile their differences with Soviet Union. 

Ismail Fahmy said both should exercise greater vigilc:mce 

against machinisations artd manoevures to prevent friction 

q:tising between them. He further said that Egypt was 

convinced that any differences that had arisen in Soviet-

Egypt relations had not affected the success of friendship 

between the two countries. 26. 

One of the positive 
l 

outcome of this visit was that 

f3rezhnev accepted to visit Egypt in January 1975. Egypt 

however, conceeded that a comp+ete and final settlement of 

Middle East crisis can be achieved only within the framework 

of Geneva conferertce. 27 Sadat expressed the hope that 

Brezhnev's forth coming visit will undoubtedly be a turning 

poipt in the friendship petween the two countries. 28 

However, Soviet Union claimed that ill he~l th caused 

the postponement of Brezhnevis January visit. ~hatever may 

have been th~ reason for the postponement it led ~o further 

deterioration iq their relationship. 

+n the aftermath of October war no doubt the relation 

continuously deteriorated. Egypt requested Soviet 

26.Guardian (Lopdon) 17 October 1974. 

27. Robert 0 Freedman, P-179. 

28. Ibid 
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compensation fpr the arms lost in the war, just as the u s 

had compensated l~rael antl Soviet Union and dorie for Syria. 
i 

Basically Soviet Union objected to check the Egyptian tilt 

towards West. Some improvement in soviet E¥Ptian occurred 

because in March 1975 Sadat confirmed th?t Egypt had taken 

delivery of MIG23s arid that Egypt pilots were trained in 

Soviet Union. This was however, in fulfilment of a pre 1973 

contact. Meanwhile, Sadat declared in June 1975 that if the 

Soviet Union continued to ignore Egypts demand and took no 

notice of its economic situation, he would have to do 

something about it. I ' In part1cular Sadat was critical of the 

Soviet massive armament of Libya, whose relationship with 

Egypt were deteriorating. ~e perceived this as an avenue of 

Soviet penetration in the area and a potential threat to 

Egypt. 29. 

As the Soviet Union followed its policy under Brezhnev 

doctrine. The crux of Brezhnev doctrine was that Soviet 

Union was prepared to ~eshoulder ~gypt's defence requirement 

if Egypt would toe Soviet's political· iine instead of US 

line. However, President Sadat said: The era of the Soviet 

experts is over opce and for ali. His message was clear. 

He was willing to adcept Soviet weapons but not Soviet 

29. Ali E Hillal :qessouki, Egypt in samuel F W~lls, Jr, Mark 
Brazonslay, Security in Middle Eakt ~ Regional Change and 
Great strategies. '(London, 1987) p. 76 
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personnel on Egyptian soi1. 30 The strained relation further 

got wp:tsen wnen Egypt turned towards France for weapon. 

However, Egyptians felt that more intimate relation with 

France and other European countries will help to estaplish 

more balance +elation with Soviet Uhion and us. 

Due to Kissipger step by step approach for Middle East 

peace wi1:h Sadat' s consent, Geneva conference became his 

secondary option. As Sadat improved his relation with 

Ameircap and began to side line the Russians. Side by side 

there was a deep on going dena~serisation campaign and 

economic opeqness towards-traditional Arab state and the US. 

At the same time, Soviet facilities in Egypt p~esented 

another touchy iss4e for the Egyptian military. The Soviet 

haq ex~lusive co:qtrol over a number of airfields that 

provided a cover for the Soviet fleet. Soviet ships 

obtaine~ facilities in several pprts as - Alexandria, Port 

said and at Salioum31 . From 1974 to 1976 Sada~ continually 
' 

I 

reminded his people of the Soviet legacy in Egypt. He 

played on the sentiments of the military by remaindi:qg them 

that Soviet .bases were breach of Egyptian sovereignity and 

commentators emphasised the theme of liberating Egypt from . . 

Soviet influence and demonation. I . . . 

-------~----------------------------------------------------

30. Times (Lqndon) 31, December 1974. 

31. Ali E Hilla+ Dessouki, no.29 p.76 
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As when kissinger ' I fa1led . I to bring second 

disengagement agreement between Egypt and Israel, Egypt 

formal-ly asked the US and the Soviet Union the co,-chairman 

to reconveqe the Genev~ conference. Soviet Union welcomed 

the Egypt call for recommencing the Geneva conference. At 

the same time Brezhnev wrote to Sadat · saying that more 

consultation and preparations were needed to ensure its 

pUCCe9s. 32 

Ismail Fahmy made yet ~nother visit to Moscow in April 

1975. Welcoming Fahmy Graj:nyko said the Soviet Union wished 

to strengthen and deepen relations between the two countries 

' but opviously it is only possible to carry otit these arms if 

the Egyptian, leadership has Cl- similar attituqe to Soviet 

Union. :3 3 . Fahmy replied Our s~~nces on international 

issues are almost identicai. But he was quick to add that 

the arms supply issue and the rescheduling of debts and 

other economics matters had still to be settled to provide 
I ' 

the achievements realised during the long years of 

cooperation and solidarity. Although, Fahmy did not touch 

the issue of the Geneva conference b~t Gramyko did. He said 

"We st~nd for earnest preparation of the conference so as to 

ensure its 
. i 

success". He also said that ah early 

reconvocation of the conference an~ its earnest preparations 

32. Rubeenstein, no.24, p.313 

33. A R R, No.8 (16-30 Ap+il t975), p.216 
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are quite compatible things. He called for concertedness 

and said the Soviet Union was ~gainst any steps which would 

undermine uhity and concertedness. 34 

They issue9 a joint cqnmunique said, that the talks 

which proceeded in a busiriepslike and friendly atmosphere 

and expressed to continue to build relation b~tween the two 

countries on the firm foundations of Soviet Egyptian treaty 

of friendship and co-operation. However, it made no mention 

either on debt repayment, arms supplies, or economic aid. 

Soviet Union continued to support Egypt in each sphere which 

was even spoke by Sadat in his May day speech when he said 

"We shall not forget that the Soviet Union stood by US 

during the black hours of 1967" But now Sadat was however, 

critica~ of Soviet's refusal to reschedule Egypt's debts. 

He made it clear that Egypt was not refusing to pay but was 

merely asking for a grace period and he appealed to the 

Soviet Union to appreciate our difficult ~ituation. 35 

Further, Sadat pointed out that we do not impose conditions 

on anybody because we do not allow anyon1= to impose 

conditions of any kind on us.36 Though Soviet Union 

continued its guardinating po+.icy, ~raverda of 15 July 

publication a straight attack on the Cairo daily Al-Akbhar 

34. Partiot (New Delhi) 21 April 1975 

35. US S R amd Third World, vol.V, No.4, (1st April 1974 to 
12th March 1975), p.ll6 

36. Rubeehstein, no.~3, p.32l 
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for depicting the Soviet Union c).s an enemy of Arab nations. 

Pravade emphasised that the Soviet Union had given Egypt 

substantial economic and military aid in its fight against 

israel. It vehemeptly' critisized the vicious intention to 

mislead millions of Egyptians. At ~he same time, the Soviet 

Union invited a h:i-9h ranking Egypt economic delegation to 

US, to discuss t~e debt questions. But no agreem~nt could 

be reached and no joint communique was issued implying that 

the differences were too acute to be mentioned in a 

communique. 

In September 1975, the Sinai II qgreement was signed. 

Not only was this occurred mediated exclusively by US but 

the Soviets were not even renqered symbolic participation. 37 

This led to further tension for t~e worse in Egypt Soviet 

relations. However, over all Sovi~t policy meets fully the 

ba,sic interest of the Arab people. The proof lay in the 

fact thpt other Arab Sta~es were also critical of the 

recently signed Egypt Israei disengagement agreement. 

Soviet Union also Openly opposed to international ~echanism 

being used simply as a sc+een for approving steps undertaken 

merely to abrivate ih conference. 

The obse~er concluded that the Soviet Union sought to 

presume all the good things achieved through Soviet Egyptian 

friendship and even to deeper and enricq it further on the 

37. Galia Gala~, no.3, p.l04 
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bq.sis of l:he community of interest in the struggle against 

intrigues by the forces of imperialism and agre$sion and for 

peace qnd the independence and social progress of ~ation. 38 

However, Soviet Union also tried to put presusre on 

Egypt by refusing to pign any further arms contracts by 

adoptipg a firm policy bn Egypt debt repayment, drastically 

certainly economic aid ~nd by giving suppprt to anti Egypt 

regimes in Syria, Iraq and Libya. Sadat switched over from 

a socialist to free market economy emphasising "Infitah" or 

open door and downgrading of the public sector accelerated 

the rift. These developments gave a further set back to 

Soviet policy in the Public Sector where they qad mainly 

invested and gradually treated Egypt as liability than an 

asset. Then ultimately in March 1976 Egypt abrogated the 

treaty of friends~ip and cooperation wit~ the Soviet Unions 

w~ich he himself initiated and signed. Shortly after, the 

naval facilities enjoyed by Soviet Union on Egyptian shore 

were anpuled and thus came to an end an era in which Soviet 

Union q.rtd Egypt played an important role in each others' 

foreign pc>licy. Only three week before its abrogation 

Brezhnev had praised the treaty in his address to the 25th 

Congress of the CPSU ~s a long term basis of relations 

meeting both the interests 6f our countries and the entire 

world 39 

38. Karen Pawisha, Soviet 
(London, 1979), p.76 
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39. tacc~v Roi, no.10, p.199 

Even after such step by Sad~t Soviet Union reiterated 

that it qad pursued and would 
I 

aontipue to pursue a 

principled consistent pqiicy intended to develop a close 

friendly relations with Egypt and its people. 
. I 

It is evident that ~he promotion of friendly relations 

with Atab countries anci its people had been one of the 

permanent feature of Soviet foreign policy. In mid 1977 the 

Egyptian minister of fdreign affairs :r:smail Fahmy went to 

Soviet Urtion and held tci.lks with Soviet Foreign Minister 

Andrio Gromyko. During this visit q. useful exchange of 

opinion on the State a:pd prospects of Soviet Egyptian 

relations, the Middle East situation and international 

problem of common interest took place, According to Sadat 

six relevant points were made clea+ to him: 40 

1. Brezhnev stated that he would not allow the Soviet 

Union to be ignored in any ~iddle East settlement. 
I 

2. The Soviets requested a return of the friendship 

Treaty. 

3. Cancellation of previous armament ~greement; and 

4. Refusal of the concept of replacing military losses. 

5. Payments for spa:i:"e parts should be made in hard 

currency and in advq.nce of delivery. 

6. Nothing could be delivered ~efore the enp of 1977. 
I 

--------------------~---------------------------------------

40. Kauppi Mark 9 & Nation R Craig, The Soviet Union and 
Middle East ih 1980s. (Toronto, 1983), p .171 
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However, in 1977, the USSR returned fifty out of one 

hundred ~nd seventy five MIG-21 engines that were sent there 

for servicing . However, in August all remaining Egyptian 

military personnel training in the Soviet Union were 

withdrawn. 41 By this time :Jj:gypt' s r~:Hations. with the u s 

had improved dramatically and Sadat had introquced a new 

economic policy that gave more opportunities to foreign and 

private capitai, something that was severely criticised by 

Soviet press. Meanwhile problems had emerged because Egypt 

demap,deci a rescheduling of its debts to Soviet Union 

(estimated at eleven billion dollars) most of which was a 

result of arms- supplies. In October 1977 Sadat suspended 
. I 

debt repayment to the USSR42 . Even the Soviet-US effort 

during 1977 to reonvene the Geneva conference on the Middle 

East did hot result in much progress. 

However, it was continually emphasised by the Soviet 

side that the USSR is willing and had been willing to 

maintain and actively develop good relations with Egypt on 

a timed principle basis. Gromoyko had expressed profound 

conviction that there could be no insurmountable obstacles 

in the way of Soviet-Egyptian relations provideq both sides 

displayed gooo will. Soviet Union had reaffirmed the 

41. Ibid 

42. +bid 
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invariable principled policy of the Soviet Union which 

constantly upheld the just cause of the Arab peoples. This 

further shows that the promotion of friendly relations with 

Arab countries and peoples had been one of the permanent 

feature of Soviet Foreign Policy. 
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CHAPTER-V 



SOVI~T POLICY TbWARDS EGYfT AFT~R CAMP PAV!D ACCORD 1978~81 

In the precedin~ discussiqn we have seen that the 

relations between Soviet Union and Egypt WqS not a constant 

one even then Soviet Union pursued its cooperative policy. 

There were many ups and downs ip Soviet Egypt relationship 

which ~inally culminated to the abrogation of the treaty of 

friendship and cooperation 1971. Nonetheless Soviet Union 

stressed for the development of heal thy relation and 

continued to pursue its policy of friendship and Cdoperation 

towards Egypt, though with some restrictions. At the same 

time Soviet Union emphasised that it will always be with the 

cause of Arab people. 

By the spring of 1978 Soviet uniop's influence in Egypt 

was at its lowest point since 1955; and many observers were 

concluding that the Soviet pnion's current position in Egypt 

marked the failure of its objective and the banktuptcy of 

its pol icy towards Egypt. 1 However, Soviet Union in the 

interval of time adopted caret and stick policy but under 

the aspiration of its ideology and to support national 

li~eration movement it continued to support Egypt anq other 

third world countries. Inspite of this Egypt gradually 

shifted its preferences towards United States, which from 

beginning haunted Soviet Upion. 

1. Karen bwaisha, Soviet Foreign Policy towards Egypt 
(London, 1979), p.207 
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Meanwhile, Soviet pnion and United States issued a 

joint statement of 1 Octbber 1977 c~lling for reconvening of 

the Geneva conference. Unlike his predecessor, Carter was 

willing to preclude the Soviet in, the Middle East Peace 

process. 2 Moreover, the statement contained was essentially 

a reiteration of the substance of resolution 242, with the 

addition of th~ recognition of the legitimate rights of the 

Palestenian peopie. Even Palestine representation at Geneva 

was also advocated in fact the intention appeared to be in 

the form of some kind of joint Arab delegations. 3 

Israel immediately rejected the statement because it 

was not in favour of Soviet inclusion and its concession on 

the Palestenian issue. Egypt too, rejected the Joint Soviet 

American initiative despite the. fact that it had appeared to 

have supported the reconvincihg of Geneva conference. 

Sadat's rejectiop was based on his growing opposition to any 

soviet participation. 

Even without the know1edge of Soviet Union and 

apparently also to United Stqtes, E~ypt and Israel had for 

some month been engaged in contacts, through the mediation 

of Moracco and Roman~ a, aimed at: achieving an Egypt ian-

Israeli settleme~~. ( 4) With their adament rejection of 

2. Galia Golan, Soviet Polices in the Middle East _;_ From 
World War IX to Gorbachev (Cambridge, 1990), p.105 

3. Ibid. 

4. Ibid 
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the Soviet proposal urd .. ted States $~bseqtJ.ently agreed to the 

Israeli white p~per, which appeared to end the chances for 

Geneva conference in any case.. Meanwhile Sadat made a visit 

to Jerusalem in pursuit of a peace agreement .. 

Soviet did not immediately condemn Sadat's move 

probably because it still harboured hopes of reconciliation 

with Egypt. 

to pea~e. 

It also did not want Fo appeace to be opposed 

~t this juncture, it becam~ increasingly clear 

that Egypt's such move was intended to exclude the Sovi~t 

Union and was to usher in a new round of American mediation. 

Later on an extreme secrecy marked the conclusion of 

Camp David sutnmit in September 1978 among the U S President 

Carter, Egyptian President Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister 

Begin 5 . This again showed the qcute rift in their 

relationship. Soviet Policy got a major set back because in 

above summit o! Sep~emper 1978 Soviet Union was not invited 

which further led tQ the considerable change in Soviet 

polling towards Egypt. 

The parties to camp David were qetermine(i to reach a 

j~st, comprehensive and durable settlen'teift of Middle East 
I 

cqnflic~ through the conclusion of pe~ce treaties based on 

5. Paul A Jaureidini and R D Mclau~in, Beyond Camp David ~ 
Emerging Alignments and Leaders in the Middle East (New 
York, 1981), p.106 
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Secu~ity Council resolutions ~42 q.nd 238 in all their parts 

showed the purpose to achieve peace and good neighbourly 

relations. They recognise, that, for peace to endure, it 

must involve all those whq have been most deeply affected by 

the conflict. They, I ' ' theretore, agreed that this framework 

as appropriate is intended by them to constitute a basis for 

peace not only between Egypt and Israel, but also between 

Israel aqd each of its other neighbour which is prepared to 

negotiate peace with Israel. 6 

At the Summit two documents were signed. A frame work 

for peace in the Middle East and "A frame work for a peace 

treaty between ~gypt and Israel". These documents 

constituted a separate Isrq.eli Egyptian bargq.in that ignored 

the fundamental issues involved in a Middle East settlement 

and the interest$ of other countries involved in the 

cohflict. Israel was still not prepared to withdraw its 

troops from all tHe occupied territories, including Gaza and 

West Bak of the Jordan Fiver and Golden heights. The 

Palestenian people were refused the right to establish their 

own independent state and the ralestine liberation 

organisation the only legitimate reputation of the 

Palestinian was not recognised. 7 

6. ibid 

7. Soviet Foreign Policy, 
1981) ,p.608 
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However, the Camp Davi~ agreemen~s were greeted with a 

mixed rece~tion by the participants, President Carter own 

standing was greatly enhanced ih the U S A, where it was 

felt that his daring persqnal diploma~y h~d forced the 

Israeli and Egyptian 1eaders to make concessions. 

Government of Sauqi Arabia commented that the Camp David 

agreements constituted an. ttnaceeptable formula for a 

definite p~ace while the resignation of Egyptian Minister of 

Foreign affairs showed that not even Egyptian opinion was 

wholeheartedly in favour of the Camp David formula 8 

Sadat'S break with Soviet tutelage and enagement in the 

Camp David process has effectively expelled the Soviet's 

from the core of the region, where thin severance of 

d.:iplom~tic rel~tions with Israel's 1967 has denied them 

effective influence over peace. initiatives. Since Camp 

David accord, Soviet union influence had been relegated to 

actors standi~g outside the dorminant regional state system 

and to areas peripheral to the nerve centre of Middle 

Eastern politics. 

Soviet Union vehemently condemned Sadat's tilt towards 

Israel. Inciej.entally Arab states termed Sadat policy as 

sheer betrayal to their cause in joining hands with their 

arch enet11y tpe Israel. The new situation provided Soviet 

8. Mark V Kauppi and R Craig Natioh, The Soviet Union and 
the Middle East in the 1980s (Toronto, 1983), p~45 
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Union a golden opportunity to turn the table against Egypt 

by aligning with J\,rab States who were badly against the 

signing of Ca~p David accords. 

Soviet leadership was undoubtedly unhappy with the 

results of Catnp David which seem~d to indicate that Egypt 

and Israel were now well on their way to signing a peace 

agreement, soviet could on+y have been pleased with a number 

of developments in the Arab World that were precipated by 

the Egyptiap Israeli Ameri.dan summit, including 

reconciliation between Iraq and Syrta, Jordan and 

Palesteniap abration organisation and Iraq and PCO and the 

Baghdad conference of November T97 8 which appeared to 

organise almost the entire Ar~b world against Egypt. 9 More 

significantly, the sanits officially recognised the PCO as 

the sole legitimate rep+e$entative of the Palestenian 

people, in November 197 8, by way of response to the Camp 

David accord. 1 0 

Soviet Union regarded that: the peace as it was outlines 

at Camp David is fictious and illusory. If stressed that 

the US "guarantees" envisagiqg the constr\..lction of two new 

military a:Lrfields in Israel and increased military and 

-----------------------------~-----~~-----------------------

9. Robert 0 Freedman, Moscow and The Middle East _;_ Soviet 
Policy since the invasion of Afganistan · (Cambridge, 
1991) ,p.60 

10. Galia Golan, no.2, p.+06 
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financial aid to tt are not aimed at establishing peace in 

the Middle East. In fact, it was a guarantee of Israel 

territorial annexat:ion and US imperialist presence. 11 

Soviet Union feareo that a more formal military 

arrangement was not far off and that the Cqmp David system 

might expand to include such states as Jordan and possibly 

even the PLO. Therefore,soviet Union greeted the agreement 

with hostiLity. In a major speech at Baku on September 22, 

Brezhnev denounced what he termed the U S attempt to "split 

the Arab ranks" and free the Arabs to accept Israeli peace 

terms. 12 In addition he said that "any attempt to ignore 

the fundamental prerequisites for a real settlement of the 
' ' 

Middle East problem to exclude or disregard one or another 

participant in this settlement, to sacrifice their interests 

or dictate one's terms to them can bring nothing but an 

illusion of settlement," 13 Leonard 
I 

Brezhnev 
I 

stressed 

;'Whatever the framework of the separate deal which conceals 

the capitulation of one side and consolidates the fruits of 

agression by another side - t~e aggression ot Israeli it can 

only make the Middle East situation even more explosive." 14 

' I , 

11. Leorlti l"'ledvedko, "Fictions and :R-ealities", New Times, 
No.40, 1978, p.7 

12. Robert 0 Freedman, no.9, p.61 

13. Leoriq Medvedko, no.11, p.7 

14. Ibid. 
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Soviet Union started looking towards other Arab States 

because of the Egyptian response to Soviet Policy and was 

responded positively because they considered it as a 

bitrayal to Arab cause. Leonard Brezhnev emphasised that 

there is only one way to a real settlement of Middle East 

Conflict, that way, corisist in complete withdrawal of 

Isr~eis from all Arab lands it occupied irt 1967, full and 

unequivocal respect of the legitimate right, of the Arab 

people of Palestine, including tneir right to an independent 
I 

state-hood, the reliably guaranteed security of all the 

countries in the area, including of course, Israel too. 

Such a comprehensive settlement is possible only with the 

participation of all ~ides concerned inclu~ing the Palestine 

liberation organisation. The sooner this settlement is 

achieved the sooner will the Middle East cease to be a seat 
I 

of tension" 15 . 

The Camp David agreement most decisively condemned by 

the Pan Arab Front for Steadfastness and Confrontation in 

Middle East, which wa~ formed in December 1Q78, to oppose 

the Israeli - Egyptian bargain and which includes Algeria, 

Syria, Libya, the Pedples Democratic Republic of ·Yemen and 

also the Palestine Liberation Organisation. The agreement. 

also failed to win the approval of such Arab States as 

Jordan and Saudi Arabia. 16 

15. Ibid. 

16. Soviet Foreign rolicy, Vol.II, no.7, p.609 
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Reinforcing Soviet satisfaction with this development, 

the rLO Soviet representatioh Mohammed Shaer stated that the 

Front for Steadfastness and Confrontation was tpe case of a 

fu~ure broad pan Arap a~ti imperialist front. 17 

I 

While th,e Soviet Uniop was not the "Orchest:rator 11 of 

the Rej ectioJ;liSt or .Steadfastness Fropt, which on the 

contrary is th,e latest phase in Pan Arabism, its lirJ.ks with 

that group was nevertheless pound to be strengthened in the 

wake of Camp D4vid Accord. 

Soviet Union understandably tried to erihance its 

influence i~ Middle East, with the lost of such a core base 

of Egypt and to decrease that of the United States. Pravada 

and Izvestta too endeavour to analyse the Arabs as either 

11 Progressive" or "Reactionary". And continuing Soviet 

denunciation of the Cqmp David accords is of course partly 

an expression of natural annoyance at having been excluded 

from a Middle East settlement; which it sees as 11 the 

intrigues of imperialism, Zionism and Arab +eqction against 

the progressive forces in the Middle Eqst". 18 . 

17. Robert 0 Freedman, no.9, p.63. 

18. Rehana Hyder, "The view from Moscdw 
Davi~", Middle East International I No. 67, 
p.13 
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The Soviet Union, for its part, moved to reinforce its 
I . 

ties wttlt key member of the steadfast:q.ers front as first 

Assad then Henri Boumadierme of Algeria and then Arafat of 

the fLO visited Soviet Union in October. While the visit of 

Assad to Soviet Union could be considered a success for the 

USSR in its effort to prevent the ca~p David agreement from 

acquirind a reconciliation with Iraq was even more warmly 

endorsed by USSR. The Syria-Iraqi reconciliation and the 

limited rqpproachment between PLO ahd Jbrdan which occurred 

was deemed as a favourable development by the USSR. As by 

this .time, the Soviet Egypt relation reached at its lowest 

point it wa$ essential for Soviet Union to improve its 

relation$ with other Arab States in order to counter the 

influence of United States qS well as to exploit the anti-

Egypt, Arab sentiment. 

Despite these reconciliations, specific anti Egyptian 

measures were decided upon at Baghdad and sanction were 

planned against Egypt. 
I 

Soviet have been pleased by the 

Baghdad conference forintj.la for a just peace in the Midcile 

East. Israeli withdrawal from the territorial captured in 
I ' 

1967 antl the "right of Palestetiian people to establish an 

independent State on their national soil" . 19 tn sum the 

19. Middle East and North Africa. November 6, 1978, p.13 
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Soviet leadership was undoubledly pleased. with the result of 

the Baghdad Summit, with one Soviet commentator deeming it 

"a final blow to imperialist intentions q.imed at dissolving 

Arab unity and pressuring other Arab States to join camp 

David". 20 . Artd what the Soviet Union had long wanted became 

the nucleous of the anti-imperia+ist Arab :bloc, even the 

Soviet Iraqi relation improved in the ~ftermath of the 
I 

conference. Friendly relations with the Republic of Iraq 

are highly val~ed in Soviet Union. 

However, Carter administration with its unilateral 

mediation to the two Middle East governments, leading to an 

Egyptian Israeli ~greement at Camp David in September 1978 

and the signing of formal instruments of Peace in March 

1979. Throughout this period Soviet Union played a spoiler 

' role by discouraging' the extension of the Camp David process 

and even the execution of the Egyptian-Israeli peace terms . 
.. 

Through diplomacy a~d propaganda the soviet Union aided and 

abetted the stead~astne$s and confrontation front of Arab 

states, which had been formed in 1977 expressly to frustrate 

Sadat's direct talks with Israe1. 21 . 

I 
Prqgressive world opinion recognised that the Camp 

David agreement$ artd tqe signing in March 1979 of ~ separate 

peace treaty petween Egypt and Israel ortly serve to distract 

20. Robert 0 Freedman, po.9, p.63 

21. Mark V Kauppi and R Craig Nation, no.8; p.16 
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these involved in the conflict from the search for a 

generally acceptable and just solution to the problem of the 

Middle East, which is the solution insisted upon by the 

Soviet Union the fraternal socialist countries and all the 

forces for peace and progr~ss throughout the world who wish 

to see eliminated a dangerm.fS source of tension in the 

Middle East. 22 

Meanwhile f Sadat expressed that threat to Egypt is no 

longer perceived as coming from the eastern desert, where 

despite peaceful withdrawals +srael retains an armed 

presence, but from unsettled region on the African continent 

to the South. 23 However, Sadat assumption proved to be 

wrong because Israel remained an area of confrontation. 

The invasion of Afgahistan, created major problems for 

Soviet Union in its drive to extend influence in the Middle 

East. It raised <Nestion not only about the future of 

Afganistan but also about the potential Soviet threat to the 

Persian Gulf and the Arabian Pehinsula. At the same time, 

it shifted the United Sta,tes attention from Arab Israeli 

sector to "South West Asia" the case of which was the 

Persian Gulf and the Arabian Penirtsula. 24 
. I 

22. Soviet Foreign Policy, Vol.II, no.7, p.~09 

23. International Herald Tribunals (Paris), November 30, 
1979 

24. Bernad Reich and Stephen H Gotowicki, "United States and 
Soviet Union in Middl~ East," (Was~ington, 1996), p.3 
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However, Soviet Unio~ continued'to condemn the policy 

of separq:t.e Egyptian Israeli deal concluded under the 
I ' 

auspices of the U S A, which can only lead to new and 

dangerous co~pltcations in that region. 
I ' 

As a consequences 

of Camp pavid agreements, Israel adopted a ha~sher position 

as regards the occupied Arap territories anci the Palestine 

problem. This is revealed in tqe continuing colonisation of 

occupieq territory, the claim to Jerusalem as the capital of 

+srael ahd increased military activity in the Lebanon. Such 

a policy has led to increasing tension in the region. 

The Soviet position on Egypt Israel agree~ent was 

demonstrated yet again during the visit by Atidrei Gromyko to 

tpe Syrian Arab Republic in January 1980. During talk with 

the Syrian President Assad and Minister of Foreign affairs 

Abdul H~l;i.m khaddam, both sid@ ca.tegoric~lly rejected the 

Camp bavid agreement and resolutely cohdemned the new 

concession made to !srael by the Egyptian leadership and the 

continuing negotiations on so-called 
I ' 

autonomy for the 

Palestenian, under cover of which Israel is pursuing the 

colonialisation of occupied lands. 25 Soviet Union 

emphasised that all the countries in Middle East should have 

the right to a free and i~dependent exiBtence. 26 

25. Soviet Foreign Policy, no.7, p.610. 

26. Ibid 
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Followin~ the Islamic conference in January 1980 Soviet 

Union and its Arap allies sought to deflect criticism 

regarding Atganistan invasion by concentrating their 

attention on Israeli actions in the West Bank and Gaza and 

purported Ameircn support for thetn. Meanwhile, two West 

Bank Mayors we~e mai~ed by bombs and at the same t~me, the 

Begin government began to push the bill for the formal 

annexation of East Jerusalem thropgh the Israeli 

Parliament. 27 Soviet Union seized on these events to 

claim that Egypt had capitulated to Israel and Soviet Union 

setzed on these events to claim that Egypt had capitulated 

to Israel and to demoqstrate that by backing these actions, 

the United states was, in fact ali enemy ot: Islam. 28 Soviet 

u~ion also proclaimed its willingness to vote sanctions 

in the Security Council against Israel by virtue of its 
I 

solidarity with the Arab and other Islamic countries. 

In addition while not formally havihg a base in Egypt, 

the US began to develop a major military relationship with 

that country as by the spring and early summer of 1980 

Egyptian and US forces pegan to carry out joint maneavers. 

Needless to say, Soviet Union was very unhappy with these 

develop~epts and used joint qs - Egyptian maneuvers to 

castigate Sadat as a traitor to the Arab cause. 29 

27. Robert 0 Freedman, no.9 1 p.82 
, I 

28. Ibld. 

29. Ibid. 
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Unfortunqtely for Soviet Union, however, this period of 

anti Egyptian Arab unity was to be a brief one as a renewal 

of the conflict between Iraq and Syria, the soviet invasion 

of Afganistan in December .f-979; and the Iran- Iraq war that 

began in September 1980 all served to seriously divide the 

Arabs. 30 Indeeq by Jqnuary 1981, the Arab world was very 

.badly spit and this was to be only one of the problems 

facing Soviet Union in it~ guest for Middle East influence. 

However, Soviet position was mixed one. Despite the 

division in. the Arab World, Egypt remained isolated because 

of Camp David. Soviet union had close relationship with the 

front of steadfastness and confrontation (Syria, Libya 

Algeria, South Yemen and the PLO) who were the most vocal of 

anti Egypt nation in the Arab who also defaultly echoed the 

Soviet policy line in such issue as Afganisthan in return 

for Soviet military and diptomatic support. Even this act 

of invasion wa.s denounced by some moderate Arab States, 

Saudi Ar~bia, Kuwait, Jorda~, the UAE etc. 31 

It is pqssible that the Soviets even lost all interest 

in a peace agreement at tni~ stage, having perhaps concluded 

that it would be impossible to break the American's monopoly 

on the peace process. Ye~, even in this period, for all 
. 

their condemnation of Call\p David accord, they did not 

30. Mark V Kauppi R Cra~g Nation, no.8, p.73 

31. Ibid, p.83 
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encourage any kind of military action. Moreover, they 

continued to advocate convening bf an international 

conference, remaining adamant about the necessity for 

negotiations atleast in their discussions with the 

Palest~nian. 32 Soviet Union demaqded for a comprehensive 

settlement rather than a step by step approach. 

Finq.lly three weeks before $adat' s assasination, the 

Egyptian leader had expelled seven Soviets diplomats 

incuding the Soviet's Ambassador 
I 

anq about 1,000 Soviet 

advisors on ground that they Yie+e fermenting ;:>edition in 

Egypt.33 

In this period Soviet policy totally turned against 

Egypt a,nd the relation between Egypt and Soviet Union which 

had been worsening steadily since the 1973 war and by 1981 

the deterioration, reacheq its low stage. ~ot only Sadat 

proc-Laiming himself 
I 

openly to be the 
I 

leading anti Soviet 

force in the middle east, but he had announ~ed that Egypt 
I 

was sending aid to the Afganisthan rebels ahd he pad agreed 

both to the ptations of U S troops irl Sinai and also to use 
I 

and development by U s of the Egyptian base at Ras Banas for 

its Rapid Development For~e.3 4 

---------------------------------~--~-----------------------

32. +bid. 

33. Ibid, 

34. Galia Golan, no.2, p.107 
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I 
In sum Egypt uhqer Sadat ~ad become a centrepiece of 

the anti Soviet Middle Eastern bloc the United States was 

seeking to create a:pti Soviet move. The Soviet Egyptian 

relation plunged to a new low as a result. 
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Cc;>lfCLl)JSION 

The end of Second Worlp war led to the formation of two 

blocs in the wqrld and this in turn led to proxy in 

influence showdown between the two ideologies of imperialism 

and com'[tlunism in every corner of globe. The ideological 
i 

battle between two superpowers namely USA and USSR anq the 

pertinent desire on the part of the third world countries to 

achieve independence '· from colon+al masters created a new 

world order with the persistent under currents of cold war. 

In this context, the Egyptian-Soviet relationship and Soviet 

poticy towards Egypt was much more b~sed on mutual security 

needs of ~he two countries. 

The desire on part of Soviet Union to extend its 

ideoligicai ~mbrella of communism and the emergence of Egypt 

as a national revolutionary st~te with socialistic 

orientation in a way prqved conclusive for far extending 

relations between the two countries. Soviet policy became 

much more conducive to th~ needs of the Egypt in the Middle 

·east ahd this earned a ne~ alliance between Soviet Union and 

Egypt with far reaching c~nsequence$ in the politics of 

Middle East. 

The Soviet pqlicy w~s motivated by the perceptions of 

western intentions in the middle east, the Soviet adherence 

to the policy of national liberatioQ for colonial countries 

and ~he significance Sovi~t leaders ~ssighed to changes in 

their own economic and milit~ry capabili~ies. Soviet Union 
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perceived the presence of Western powers as a threat to its 

own ideological security and a base of aggression by western 

influences. 

The weak political states of Middle East and the 

emerging western influence prompted Soviet Union led to USSR 

turning towards Egypt for establishing foothold in Middle 

East. Thqugh geo~political interests of both the countries 

were by and large same but on iqeological grounds there were 

snags. In the initial stages, Sov:j..et Union ignored the 

promotion of communist party irt Egypt so as to nave better 

rapport with ~asser. Also, since 1950's the emergence of 

Non-aligped movement and becoming much firmer in 1960s with 

Nasser as one of its important leqders prompted Soviet 

policy makers to adopt appeasement policy towards Egypt. 

The formation of Israel in 1948 anq the first Arab-

!sraeli conflict in (1947-49) led Egypt to look towards 

Soviet Union for arms supply so as fo secure itself against 

Israel's offensive in the future. lh . 0 T e Sov1et Un~on 
I I 

quickly 

clasped the opportunity and this ip a way paved way for 

Sovie~'s role in the politics of Middle East, apd thus 

increasing influence in the region. 

The large chunk of supply ot weapons and economic aid 

to Egypt made Nasser to look towarqs Soviet as an ally. 
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Egybt ~ith itS new advanced weaponry and updated armed 

forces boost~d confidence in Nasser to act as Crusader for 

Arab ~nity. Soviet policy towards Egypt was more of 

marriage of convehieqce, Nasser being a charismatic leader 
I 

justified its secutity needs for the Arab cause. 

The Suez canal crisis in 1956 artd the need for a 

formidable ally forced Egypt to have better relatiorts with 

Soviet. Subsequently, Nasse+ also adopted a bias towards 

Soviet Union. In the meantime, Nasser declared the Egyptian 

Communist party as illegal and kept its leaders in prison. 

The advances in Soviet military technology, the 

strengthening of pro-Soviet arid quasi-socialist trends in 

Egypt and pressure from leftist elements within the 

international communist movement prort\pted Khrushchev to wotk 

tqwards inductiop of communism in Egypt which p:j:"oved 

detrimental to Soviet interests because of Egypt's 

irreconciliable at:titude towards its domestic community 

party. 

This is in turn led to a phase of ritt betweeq the two 

·countries and later on, this issue was kept in cold s~orage. 

Later on, Brezhnev asked the communists _of Egypt to align 

themselves with the Nasser's socialist party. The chcmges 

thqt came up in syria and Ir~q in post 1957 period prompted 
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Khrushchev to promote communists in Syria and the overthrow 

of the Sishakli dictatorship earlier paved way for this 

purpose. The USSR policy of assisting Syria military and 

economically transpired doubt in Egypt's decision makers 

mind. Also the Conflict between Arab nationalism and 

commuhism became acute with the overthrow of Nuri Said 

regime in Iraq in 19S8. The successor Kassem wanted to 

promote commun,ists in ~raq to contact Nas~er' s followers. 

This series of events alons with increase in Sovie'-

interests led to suspicion in Egypt's mind as it meant 

surrounding Egypt's nationalism by communism and this acted 

as an irritant but somehow with active Soviet support and 

series of discus$ions the tension fizzled out. Soviet 

bolioy was increasihgly concerned to eli~it Egypt's support 
I 

I 
for the Soviet stand on various international issues, the 

I 

establ~shment of a Soviet proposed troika syste~ for the UN 

Secretariat and disarmament. Khrushchev's obsession with 

spread of comm4nism in its aliy countries led to periods of 

tension between Egypt and Soviet Union b~t Sovie~ policy was 

in other ways was conducive to Egypt. 

After 1961; Nasser enacted a number of progressive 

measures like na,tionalisation of banks and industries and 

release of communists from prison and this resulted in high 
I 

degree of congruence between Soviet leaderp apd Egypt Soviet 

policy. The Egypt's non-commitment to Baghdad pact made 
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Soviet to rely on Egypt as a close aily and this ensued a 

period of supply of advanced weapopry to Egypt. It was 

emphasised that Soviet policy was aimed to support the Arab 

people struggle against imperialism. 

Following ~asser's death, Sadat came to power who was 

more of a prad~atic leader and he categorically denied 

Soviet interefereqce · in domestic affairs of Egypt. The 

defeat of Egypt in the six day war with Israel in 1967 

forced Egypt to rethink its policy to retrieve . its lost 

territories in the War. Also in the meantime, Soviet 

leaders did try to achieve their maximum objective of the 

establishment of a pro-Soviet socialist system in Egypt . 

Sadat was very apprehensive about unsett~ed Arab-Israeli 

conflict. Sadat's adoption of pro-west policies so as to 

regain its lost territories from Israel sowed seeds of new 

reformulation of Soviet policy towards Egypt. Also Egypt 

wa,s not very sure of Soviet support which was to an extent 

exaggerated prejudice Soviet with its commitment to U S for 

detente did not respond to Sadat' s demand for offensive 

weapons and Sadat took it as Soviet union's cold feet 

approach. With Egypt's insist~nce on Soviet Union's direct 

involvement in the protect~on of Egypt against Israeli raid 

' • ' ! was not cortqucive to Soviet pol1cy and also would have acted 

adversely to world peace. In retaliation of this, Sadat 

expelled a large number of Soviet military personnel and 
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experts stationed in Egypt which was perceived as Soviet as 

anti-Soviet policy was not antagonistic of Egypt and when 

Henry Kissinger proposed a peace plan for Middle East peace, 

Soviet uhion insisted on its inclusion. But, Egypt drifted 

toward,s west to have fast economic growth as well as for 

long lasting peace with +srael. This change in attitude led 

U~SR to reformulated its policy with its refusal to sign any 

new arms contract by adopting a firm position on Egypt's 

debt repayment, curtailing economic aid., by giving open 

support to anti-Egypt regimes in Libya, Syria and Iraq and 

by cancelling Brezhnev's visit to Egypt. This move of USSR 

was to an extent made in haste and the relations 

deteriorated to irretrievab+e lows. Also, this paved the 

way for abrogation. of the Soviet. Egyptian friendship treaty 

in March 1976. 

Sadat ensured complete exclusion of Soviet Union from 

all aspects of the peace process and fell in line with 

Kissinger's step by step ~pproach to solve the Arab-Israel's 

conflict. The signing of Camp David accord in Septemper 

1978 in complete secrecy q.dopted retaliatory approach with 

highlighting this accord as apti-Arq.b and Egypt as traitor 

of the Arab cause. This resulted in totally antagonistic 

situation betwe~n Egypt and Soviet Union while Soviet Union 

wanted, to gain ground in other Arab States to extend its 

pdlicy of containment of Western powers. But, in the 
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meantime, Soviet policy in Afganistan and Cambodia drifted 

Soviet to other parts of the world and relationship between 

Egypt and USSR severed because of Egypt's pol icy of 

retrieving its lost territory at any cost and Soviet policy 

was to an extent influenced because of chc:mging Egypt' s· 

stand aqd increase in security concerns. 

In the overall perspective, Soviet Union adopted an 

approach towards Egypt in order to push it totally against 

W~stern imperiali13m \'-?hile Egypt wanted to adopt a cautious 

approach in this regard. Soviet policy towards Egypt proved 

to be a typical mixture of success and failure with Soviet 

granting anything the Egypt desired for. The downfall 

started during Sadat period because of highly ambitious 

policy of Sadat towards West. The signing of Camp David 

Accord put an end to the q.ppeasement policy of Soviet Union 

towards Egypt and in the post accord period. Soviet 

policies were reframed in the light of new situq.tions which 

was more realistic in nature. The Soviet policy towards 

Egypt benefitteq ~gypt to a l~rge extent with Egypt gaining 

military assistance, economic aid, long term loans and 

sincere ally in the United Nations. Soviet pol icy was an 

amalgamation of success ~nd failure becaUS\2 of the Egyptian 

leaders changing attitude and their own persoqal perception 

of the Midqle East politics. 
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